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READERS
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.
My friends come from as far
North as Boston, New York, Chicago, and as far South as Alabama.
You might be interested in knowing
that they enjoy it almost as much
as this Old Sandlapper (Camden)
does.
All I need to complete my collection are the January and February
issues. If you can find them for me
I will gladly pick up the tab.
I hope every business and professional man in the state will give you
their full support in subscriptions
and advertising.

tion of the citizens of South Carolina this service performed by our
department.
The article by Larry Cribb and
the photographs served to represent
the department well.
Your magazine is one which all
South Carolinians can be proud of
and enjoy reading.
Thank you again for this excellent coverage of one of our department functions.
William L. Harrelson
Commissioner of Agriculture
State of South Carolina
While visiting my niece in
Baytown, Texas I saw your interesting magazine ...•
We are from Darlington and enjoyed the September issue with the
history of the Southern 500 Raceway.
Edwena H. Ervin (Mrs. David W.)
Austin, Texas

Pete T. Mackey
The Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Every issue of Sandlapper is
exciting with information of our
dear state. Every home should have
it!
Mrs. John Kendrick
Greer, South Carolina
Michaele Farmer of Allendale.

In behalf of the South Carolina
Department of Agriculture may I
express our appreciation for the
article in the October issue of the
Sandlapper concerning the consumer testing service of the South
Carolina Department of Agriculture.
We appreciate the efforts of your
publication in bringing to the attenDecember, 1968

I read and save the Sandlapper
magazine every month and enjoy it
so very much. I have a granddaughter, who has recently won a
national honor, and I would like
very much in the years to come to
have a picture of her in one of the
Sandlapper magazines. I hope that
you can do this for me. Just in case,
let me give you a little information

SateJ.
'i!Jevetcpez
5219 TRENHOLM ROAD
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29206
Telephone 787-5727
(Area Code 803)

STATEMENT OF OWNE~
SHIP, MANAGEMENT AND
Cl RCULATION Jas required under the Act of O • 23, 1962; Section 4369, Title 39, United States
Code) filed Oct. 25, 1968.
The title of this publication is
Sandlapper. It is issued monthly.
The office of publication is 1340
Bull St., Columbia, South Carolina. The general business offices
of the publishers are: 1400 Bull
St., Columbia, South Carolina.
The publisher and editor is Robert Pearce Wilkins, 1340 Bull St.,
Columbia, South Carol ina. The
owner is Sandlapper Press, Inc.,
1340 Bull St., Columbia, South
Carolina. Stockholders owning
one per cent or more of the total
amount of the capital stock of
Sandlapper Press, Inc. are Robert
P. Wilkins, Route 1, Lexington,
South Carolina, Rose T. Wilkins,
Route 1, Lexington, South Carolina and M.C. Wallace, RFD, Florence, South Carolina. There are
no bondholders, mortgagees and
other security holders. The average number of copies printed per
issue during the preceding 12
months was 13,500; for October/
17,000; the average number o
sales per issue through dealers for
the preceding 12 months was
5,000; for October, 5,000; the
average number of sales per issue
of copies to subscribers for the
preceding 12 months was 7,950;
for October, 11,400; the average
number of sample or free copies
distributed per issue during the
preceding 12 months was 75; for
October, 75. The average number
of copies distributed for each
issue during the preceding 12
months by all means was 13,025;
for October, 16,475.
I certify that the statements
made by me above are correct and
complete. Robert Pearce Wilkins,
Editor
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South Carolina's

LARGEST
Residential Realtor

WITH TWO OFFICES IN
GREATER COLUMBIA
171 I GERVAIS STREET
and

784 ST. ANDREWS ROAD

TOM JENKINS
REALTY, INC.

Ci)

Telephone (803) 253-3301

about her. She is Michaele Farmer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Farmer Jr. of Allendale. She is 13
years of age and in the 9th grade of
Allendale-Fairfax High School and
a member of the Tiger Band. The
honor she won most recently was" America's Most Beautiful Junior
Majorette." This natio nal contest
was held in August in the ballroom
of the Barringer Inn in Charlotte,
North Carolina and was sponsored
by Drum Majorettes of America.
This was the 18th annual contest
and girls from all over the country
were entered.
I am enclosing a polaroid picture
and a clipping from our county
newspaper.I do hope that you will
use it.

Mrs. W.F. Hogarth
Allendale, South Carolina
P.S. She also placed 6th in the
national twirling contest.

Congratulations on this interesting and informative magazine. So
many friends have subscribed to it
after seeing a copy of it in our
home.
Mrs. Thomas M. Craig
Moore, South Carolina

RESIDENTIAL
SALES AND RENTALS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
Member of
Multi ple
Listing
Service

1400 Laurens Road
Box 8244 - Station A
Phone 803 - 239-1346
Greenville, South Caro lina 29607
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Yours is the best magazine ever
to come out of this great state, and
certainly one of the most beautifully made up that could be known
to exist. Thank you! Thank you! I
especially loved the article in the
October issue on Indian Field
Campmeeting, because of two reasons. One is that I am a St. George
native and have long t?een associated with the religious meetings,
having taken a more active part in
my school years, as far as "tenting"
goes, but in more recent years, a
growing interest and participation
in the singing services due to having
become a member of the St. George
Methodist Church Chancel Choir.
The other reason is that Mrs.
Claudia Kizer taught me in the

early years of high school in St.
George and holds a very warm place
in my heart for all the kind teachings and bits of advice I received
from her during these "growing"
years. She was indeed a living
example of what the right kind of
teacher can inspire a young pupil to
become. She also taught my mother
at the onset of her high school
years.
Again, let me say congratulations
for this very fine publication. Keep
'em coming!
Miriam K. Davis
St. George, South Carolina
May I also add my very great
pleasure and appreciation the Sandlapper has given both my husband
and me. We have had great fun
"discovering" South Carolina.
Mrs. Doris G. Barbour
Aiken, South Carolina
Never have I given a gift which
meant as much to the recipient as a
subscription to the Sandlapper has
meant to my parents. In addition to
the pleasure that my parents receive
whenever a copy of the Sandlapper
arrives, I have had the pleasure of
learning about my father's native
state.
(Miss) Christina Glover
Lynchburg, Virginia

I feel as if I've already logged in a
day with South Carolina Highway
Patrol, thanks to Lane F. Beamer's
graphic story, "Dedicated to Safety
and Service," in the July Sandlapper. Mr. Beamer's 12 photographs complement the story which
emphasizes the humane qualities of
safety and service.
Let's see more features by this
fine author.
Eleanor L. Meck
Charleston, South Carolina
Sand lapp er

First: Thank you and congratulations for a superb demonstration of
what can be achieved journalistically if attention is paid to good
taste, overall interest and visual
excellence.
Second: Thank you for givmg
attention to the article submitted
to you by my student assistant, Jeff
Holbrook, of the Baptist College of
Charleston, and for having published his bit of artistry concerning
Biology and the Beach ...I was
proud of him, and you have given a
young man renewed encouragement
in his ambitions. He is intelligent
and has what I like to call "a teachable attitude."
Margaret T. Gilmore
Director, Department of Public
Relations
The Baptist College at Charleston
I don't mind the hike in price per
subscription-it's worth it!

WINTER
WARNING:
When icy blasts blow around your home,
you'll be glad you installed ALCOA INSULATED SIDING. This superior siding offers
greater insulation value and positive protection against annoying drafts.
Foamed POLYSTYRENE insulation and
reflective ALCOA FOIL combine with quality ALCOA SIDING to give your home a snug
winter-proof coat.
Call now for a free home estimate on
ALCOA INSULATED SIDING.

ALCOA
BUILDING
PRODUCTS

For free information contact:

BUILDERS ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
1114 Bryan St. • P. O. Box 714

118 Sandra Avenue

Columbia, S. C. 29202

Greenville, S. C. 29606

Ph. 252-7276

Ph. 269-3677

Mrs. W.F. Gerard
Charleston, South Carolina
Since we started this collection
we do not want to miss a one. We
surely are enjoying this magazine of
South Carolina very much. We hope
some day you will feature Isle of
Palms, a family beach.
Mrs. W. Allen Coleman
Laurens, South Carolina
I received my first issue of Sandlapper and value it very highly. In
fact my son already used an article
(for a school assignment) from the
Sandlapper-Barnwell Sundial.
I would like very much to put in
my order for the bound volume of
articles from the 1968 issues. My
son has several years more in school
and I have grandchildren coming
along. I feel this volume will be
beneficial as well as interesting and
educational and beautiful.

Call in The Professionals.
76 Years Of Experience Doesn't Cost You More.
It Just Moves You Expertly.
And Moving People Expertly
Has Made Bekins The Largest
Moving & Storage Company
In The World.

Phone For A Free Estimate.

7'atmetto 7za11J/ez & Stozage eo.
1237
GADSDEN

256-8372
NIGHTS & HOLIDAYS 782-0190

CARL DuBOSE
Mgr.

Mrs. Edwin L. Walker
Bishopville, South Carolina
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Sandlapper has presented our
state and its people for all to know
in a great magazine that is worth
preserving for our children and
grandchildren. I am glad we got
started with the first issue.
Thomas M. Mitchell
Greenville, South Carolina

FT. SUMTER
By
BETH G. CAUSEY

Each issue of the Sandlapper gets
better (if that's possible) and I look
forward to getting my copy each
month.
I work at the Savannah River
Plant and every time I take a copy
to work with me, there is usually a
waiting list to see it. Also, a number
of people have subscribed to this
fine m~azine at first sight.
Mrs. Robert H. Dicks
Jackson, South Carolina

Charleston
Navy Yard
By
CAREY L. MILLER

SOUTH CAROLINA: A SYNOPTIC HISTORY
FOR LAYMEN (Chapter I)
By LEWIS P. JONES

CHARLESTON RECONSTRUCTION

How delighted I was to receive
your October issue. Your picture
and article of " Crossroads of
America" were especially interesting to me because my grandfather
was the engineer on that trainCaptain Holcombe Anderson. Ever
since I was a little girl, I have heard
about that picture and it was such a
pleasant surprise finally to see it.
Also your article on King's
Mountain helped me in teaching my
South Carolina history classes
because of our study on the Revolutionary War.
Your magazine has surely helped
me in my first year of teaching.
I wish you continued success in
producing more high-quality issues.
Patty Anderson
Belton, South Carolina

By PAUL TRESCOTT
I have enjoyed all the issues so
much that I want my daughter and
her family to be able to enjoy the
book you are publishing early in
December.

THE HUNLEY
By RUSSELL MAXEY
and many other interesting articles

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Art
• Music
• Lectures
6

• Theatre
• Sports
• Music

• Entertainment
• Fairs
• Flower Shows

Marjorie A. Bleakley
(Mrs. William J. Bleakley Sr)
Orangeburg, South Carolina
(Continued on page 70)
Sandlapper
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Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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CHRISTMAS
WITH US
Take care of all your Christmas shopping with
BankAmericard. Charge whatever you want
to put under the tree. And if you wish to
visit out-of-town relatives over the
holidays, BankAmericard covers your
travel expenses, too. Shopping with
BankAmericard is easy because
it's honored at thousands of
locations throughout South
Carolina. Spend Christmas
this year with BankAmericard ...
the credit card for everything.
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CAROLINA
In The MORNING
By ZANE KNAUSS

n 1801, when the University of
South Carolina was chartered as
South Carolina College, the state
government appropriated $50,000
to get the institution started and
promised an annual stipend of
$6,999 to keep it going. One hundred and sixty-seven years later, the
University of South Carolina received from state government an
appropriation totaling more than
$12 million.
On Jan. 10,1805, when South
Carolina College officially opened
for business, nine young men showed up to register. During the registration period for the 1968 fall
term, 14,314 students signed up on
the main campus in Columbia and
on nine regional campuses throughout South Carolina.
In 1801, the Columbia campus covered 24 acres;
the main campus of Carolina now includes 167 acres.
The original student body had no elective courses
and only a handful of required courses. A typical
university catalogue in 1968 requires more than 500
pages to detail more than 900 available courses and
other facets of Carolina community life.
From an extremely modest beginning, the University of South Carolina has grown into something of a
giant among colleges and universities in the region.
Despite its spectacular growth in modern times, it
can be said _that Carolina is in the morning of its
existence. Much more must be done before the university takes its logical place among the quality institutions of higher learning in the nation.
According to the published history of the University of South Carolina, written by Daniel Walker
Hollis, the South Carolina legislature was considerably more generous to its fledgling college than were

I
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the legislators in North Carolina
and Georgia when state universities
in those states were founded.
Georgia chartered her university at
Athens in 1785 but didn't come up
with any money until 1802; even
then, the appropriation was a paltry
$5,000. North Carolina loaned the
new university at Chapel Hill
$10,000 in 1791 and then forgot
about the school.
Times have changed. Last year,
the University of Georgia asked for
and received $25,772,000 from the
Georgia legislature, an increase in
appropriations of 97.6 per cent
over the previous year. The University of South Carolina, using the
budget of the University of Georgia
as an example, is asking the state
for a 1969-70 appropriation increase of nearly $9 million.
What will this 66.6 per cent increase in appropriation buy for South Carolina in terms of higher education? Actually, the budget request of the university
won't buy much more than what it already has. There
are a few new programs represented in the total
budget request but their total money value is nominal. The bulk of the requested funds will be used to
strengthen what already is there-to properly finance
the vital graduate education program; to raise salaries
to more competitive postures; to replenish necessary
supplies; and to finance delayed maintenance
programs.
The reasons why the University of South Carolina
describes itself as being in a near-crisis financial situation are obvious when growth-rate figures in the '60s
are examined. In the past six years, total enrollment
has doubled, regional campus enrollment has tripled
and graduate school enrollment has tripled. The
9

CHARTERED 1801 AS THE 8. C. COLLECE,
OPENED JANUARY 1CJ: 1805. ENTIRE STUDENT
BODY VOLUNTEERtD FOR CONFEDERATE
SERVICE 1861. SOLDIERS' HOSPITAL 1862 • 85,
RECHARTEREO AS U. OF S. C. 18&5. RADICAL
CONTROL 187S•77. CLOSED 1S77•SO.
COLLEQE OF ACRICULTURE AND MECHANIC
ARTS 1BBO • S2. S. C. COLLE CE 1882 • 67.
U, OF S, C. 1887 • 90. S. C. CDLLECE
1890 • 1905. U. OF S. C. 1908,

explosive growth in the student
population demands more housing,
more faculty, more counselors,
more supplies, more equipment,
more maintenance personnel, more
clerical personnel and more administrators.
Library facilities must be increased. Classrooms must be added.
Older buildings must be replaced.
The list is long.
Actually, the state and the univ er sit y are hand-holders in an
upward spiral. As the state increasingly upgrades the lower echelons
of education, it automatically produces more high school graduates
who are potential Carolina stu-

FAITHFUL INDEX TO THE AMBITIONS
AND FORTUNES OF THE STATE
I

ERECTED 1838
BY THE COI.UMBIA SESQUICENTENNIAi. COMMISSION Cf' 1S3S,

The Physical Sciences Center, completed in 1967, houses the university's computer
center, science library and departments of chemistry and physics.

10

The Torch Bearer, a gift to the university
from sculptress, Anna Hyatt Huntington.

Sand lap per

dents. The university simply wants
to make sure it can provide the
quality of higher education needed
and demanded when this new flood
of students arrives at the gates.
Realistically, the state's continued generous support of the university reaps impressive benefits for
all of South Carolina. Most important, Carolina is producing a growing number of professional people
who, for the most part, continue to
work and live in the state. More
than 70 per cent of Carolina's
active alumni are residents of the
state.
In the past six years, the number
of baccalaureate degrees awarded

Students stroll along the brick-paved sidewalks of the Horseshoe.

-USC News Bureau Photos.
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Architecturally distinctive Russell House, the student union of the University of
South Carolina, was opened in 1955.
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Student elections are an important part
of life on the USC Campus.

South tower, a 20-story girls' dormitory, is the tallest university dormitory in the
southeastern United States.

A class enjoys sunny weather under the
trees of the Horseshoe on the old campus.

bureaus and institutes and a favorab le national and international
image of South Carolina as a result
of activities of its faculty and
students.
The main campus in Columbia is
a happy blend of the old and the
new. Around the traditional Horseshoe are clustered many of the
buildings constructed in the 19th
century. Beyond the ivy-covered
walls surrounding the old campus,
new buildings have blossomed

which dominate the contemporary
Columbia skyline. Nearly two
dozen new buildings or additions to
buildings have been added to the
campus in this decade.
The most flamboyant of these is
a high-rise dormitory for women,
Capstone, with a gold-tinted,
revolving restaurant sitting on top.
From this vantage point, a visitor
can "tour" the campus in 70 minutes, the time it takes for one complete revolution, without moving

has grown from 773 to 1,304.
Recipients of master's degrees have
increased from 102 to 258 in the
same time span. Law degrees have
increased from 34 to 111 and
doctorates have soared from 4 to
54 since 1962.
The University of South Carolina
is an entity as complex as the
largest corporation. Its main product, of course, is education but
important by-products include research, public service through
12
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-Photos by USC News Bureau.

Capstone House, a high-rise girls' dormitory topped with a revolving restaurant.

more than his fork.
The largest of the recent additions to the campus is the Carolina
Coliseum, built to house the School
of Journalism, the School of General Studies and nearly 13,000
spectators for a wide variety of
entertainment, educational and
sporting events.
The student population at
Carolina represents a neat crosssection of urban and rural South
Carolina. Nearly 80 per cent of the

December, 1968

student enrollment are natives of
the state. Other students come here
from all the remaining states and
dozens of foreign countries. For the
student needing financial assistance,
more than $5 million is available
through various student aid and
work study programs. Recently, an
attractive scholarship idea called
the Carolina Scholars Program was
started to attract even more exceptional students to Carolina from
South Carolina and other parts of

the nation, regardless of financial
need. This program as well as many
other university support projects is
financed from private gifts through
the Education Foundation.
The faculty of the University of
South Carolina has been recruited
from around the nation and world.
All but three per cent of the fulltime faculty have either master's or
doctor's degrees and the total
faculty on the main campus has
been increased 66 per cent in the
past six years. Many members of
the faculty are nationally or even
internationally known among scholars for their research or teaching
accomplishments. Some, like James
Dickey, who becomes poet-in-residence early in 1969, have wide
public popularity.
A newcomer to the Carolina
campus can, with some enterprising
digging, come up with many surprising and unusual facets of university life. An entertainment association based in Russell House, for
example, represents a show business
clout estimated at $100 million.
The association has a membership
of more than 100 colleges and universities in the nation who spend
enormous sums of money annually
for name entertainment attractions.
Among other things, the association
moniters performances on member
campuses and has developed a contract rider that has most booking
agents sitting up and taking notice.
The university is now the world's
headquarters for bibliographical
material on Scottish poets and their
poetry, and eventually more than
13,000 items will be stored in the
memory banks of the university's
computer center.
While library facilities must be
increased dramatically in the coming years, the university's library
system already boasts one of the
two or three largest collections of
microforms in the world.
The University of South Carolina
is governed by a board of trustees
and administered by a president, a
group of vice presidents and other
assistants. Since 1962, Dr. Thomas
F. Jones has been Carolina's
13

president.
Jones, a native of Tennessee, received his B.S. degree from Mississippi State and his master's and
doctorate from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. In 1966 he
received a Doctor of Laws degree
from the Citadel.
At a time when an uncommonly
large number of college and university presidents are resigning their
posts, citing the excessive pressures
of the office as their reason for
leaving, Dr. Jones seems to thrive in
the office of the presidency here.
Today, the president of a major
college or university has to wear
many hats. Obviously, he should be
an educator but he also must be a
diplomat, an arbiter, a politician, a
fund-raiser and anything else called
for at a given moment which furthers the goals and aspirations of
the institution he represents.
In addition to all these chores
and the social demands of the
office, the modern-day college or
university president must also
establish a rapport with, and participate in, the deliberations of the
various nationally oriented organizations which have to do with

Maxcy Monument

A classroom scene showing a few of the
more than 14,000 USC students.
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Lieber College.

- use News Bureau Photos.
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Wesley Foundation, the Methodist Chapel at USC, was completed in 1960 and is one
of six denominational centers on the campus.
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Rutledge College.

press. Most nights there are social
functions and lectures to attend,
speeches to make or paperwork to
scan.
Jones is sensitive in a very positive way to the attitudes in the
community he administers, and in
the communities that might be
swayed or directly affected by the ·
actions of the university. Opinions
flow into his office in a steady
stream by direct and personal
communication or by telephone,
letter or telegram. He also is a good
talker, a good listener and a good
salesman.
Quite literally, the University of
South Carolina is poised to move
into a new sphere of greater influence and accomplishment in
-use News Bureau Photo. higher education throughout the
President Thomas F. Jones is shown in front of the Undergraduate Library, winner Southeast. Happily, all that has
of national architectural awards. The reflecting pool was completed last year.
gone on before has prepared the
university to assume this new role.
Agriculture and Engineering; and Coincidentally, the State of South
higher education.
At the national level, Jones is a chairman of the Committee on Carolina now has also reached the
member of the National Science Educational Telecommunications time of its greatest potential. As
Board; the Executive Committee of for the National Association of happened in 1801, each can serve
the Highway Research Board; the State Universities and Land Grant the ambitions of the other with
Council on Higher Education in the Colleges.
flair and distinction, and South
Back at the office, Jones fills his Carolina will be the better for it.
Americas; the International Association of University Presidents; the daily calendar with a wide range of
Advisory Board of the Southern meetings which include faculty Zane Knauss is director of public
Region of the Institite of Inter- members, students, VIPs, adminis- relations at the University of South
national Education; the Education trative personnel and representa- Carolina and public relations consuland World Affairs Task Force on tives of the student and public tant for "The Liberty Tree."
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From Wagons
To Horseless Carriages

THE ROCK HILL BUGGY CO.
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e read and hear so much these
days about riots, protests and
people who demand "their
rights" that it is a delightful change
to hear about a person who didn't
think the world owed him anything
except a chance to earn a living.
John G. Anderson was a man like
this. He seemed to believe that he
could have anything he wanted if
he worked hard enough for it.
Anderson was born Nov. 27,
1861, at Lawsonville, North Carolina. His parents died before he was
nine years old and he and his little
sister were left with their grandparents who were both past 70
years of age.
Anderson's grandfather with
whom he lived, John W. Thomas,
had once owned a "factory" which
made covered wagons. The factory,

W

which could turn out about 100
wagons a year, was operated by 30
or 40 slaves. He had had a contract
with the Southern Confederacy to
make 100 covered wagons and was
paid $50,000. But soon the war had
ended, making his Confederate
money useless, freeing his slaves
and ending his wagon business.
Little did Anderson realize that
someday he might operate a similar
business-only successfully.
The economic conditions of the
day dictated that young Anderson
be brought up under extremely
frugal circumstances. He didn't
have the $5 necessary to go to the
local one-teacher, log cabin school,
but was allowed to go to school
free for a time because the schoolmaster married his aunt.
Later, Anderson recalled that his

paternal grandfather once lived in
Rock Hill. He located him and was
allowed to come live with his grandfather.
After working unsuccessfully at a
number of jobs, in 1886 he finally
opened a small shop of his own,
where he repaired buggies and made
plowstocks, wheelbarrows, tables,
etc. No job was too small; he
strived to do good work and to
please his customers.
When he opened the shop, he
had two employees. When payday
came at the end of the first week,
he had to borrow money from one
employee to pay the other, arranging to repay his creditor later.
By two years' time, the shop had
been expanded and Anderson was
employing 25 men. He decided to
build a buggy-then two. The next

The Anderson Six Forty Six, with an identifying "A" in the rear window, was noted for its mud guards, motor meter, search
light and distinctive lines."
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problem was to find buyers.
laden atmosphere.
Others reminded him there were
He had a friend who sold advertisements for "The Southern Chris- hundreds of well-equipped plants
tian Advocate," and was persuaded all over the country fighting for
by him to advertise his buggies business and asked him what he
there. He received an inquiry about thought he could expect to do with
the buggies the first week the adver- a little shop down South with no
tisement appeared and the prospec- capital.
Anderson, young and full of
tive buyer asked to see a picture of
them. Since Anderson had no pic- energy, thought it could be done.
tures, he cut out a picture which And he did it. He sold stock in the
resembled his buggies from a Cin- company to raise money and the
cinnati buggy catalogue, trimmed company began operation in 1889
off the printed material and en- as the Holler and Anderson Buggy
closed it with a typewritten letter. Co.
The company used two trade
The buggy sold.
Anderson wanted to change his marks at different times. One was
shop into a buggy factory and talk- "A little higher in price," and piced to his banker about it; however, tured two rams butting heads. The
he was told he was located too near other trade mark was "S.B. 86 X"
the ocean-that paint will not which meant: "started business in
stand up when applied in a salt- 1886 with 10 cents." Anderson said

said this was not exactly correct behe didn't have a dime, but was in
debt $500.
The company prospered. From
1905 until 1912, the company
turned out a complete buggy every
25 minutes of every working day.
The buggies were sold all over the
United States, England, Mexico and
Cuba. The company also made
wagons.
When World War I began in
1914, the buggy business collapsed,
but during the war the company
built trucks and trailers for the
United States government.
In 1909, Anderson's 20-year-old,
son, John Wesley, built an automobile that looked good and ran
well. Thus, during the war, Anderson began considering converting
his plant to automobile manu-

The "Best Yet" stick body driving wagon was available with several styles of seats, as well as leather trimming, velvet carpet,ash
sills and carved padded dash.
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The rural school wagon manufactured by Rock Hill Buggy Co. was built to accommodate 20 children. The wagon, complete with chase leather upholstery and roll-up side
curtains, was priced at $230 in 1914.

facturing.
His banker advised him that it
would be a great mistake to embark
on such a perilous undertaking,
especially since he already had a
prosperous buggy business
established.
"The automobile will never take
the place of the horse and buggynot while you and I live," he told
him. "Another thing the roads are
so bad the automobile can only be
used in towns and cities. They cost
too much. You can buy 15 buggies
for the price of one automobile."
Anderson believed the automobile was here to stay and secured
the services of Joseph Anglada, an
experienced automobile engineer
from New York. An automobile
was designed under his guidance
and six were built. They looked
good, operated well and sold
promptly.
The Anderson Motor Co. was
organized and stock was sold to increase the capital to $2 million. A
steel building was erected on Wilson
Street.
In 1919, more stock was sold,
and a large fireproof building was
built adjacent to the Wilson Street
location. The whole plant covered
10 acres.
By 1920, the company turned
out 35 cars a day. Dealers in the
20

large cities of the United States,
and in several foreign countries,
were selling the cars as fast as they
could be built.
The "Anderson Light Aluminum
6" was put on the market in 1922,

-

--

and orders for 5,000 cars were received in one day.
The Anderson Motor Co. made
two original contributions to the
automobile industry: the foot dimmer to control the headlights and
the convertible car top.
When the boom which had culminated during World War I burst,
the Anderson Motor Co., as well as
many other businesses throughout
the country collapsed. The plant
closed in 1924 leaving a large fireproof building-a building which
was one of the main factors inducing the Rock Hill Printing and Finishing Co. to locate in Rock Hill.
Shakespeare said, "The evil that
men do lives after them; the good is
oft interred with their bones."
Anderson, who died in 1936,
deputes this adage, however, for
much of the good that he did lives
on today, and blesses the lives of
many people in Yark and surrounding counties.

Alma C. Ratterree is from Rock Hill.
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John A. Gill, grandson of John G. Anderson, is shown beside a restored Anderson automobile manufactured by Rock Hill Buggy Co.
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GROWING CHRISTMAS TREES
A New South Carolina Industry
By NAT HILBORN
ou mean t.o say this tree I've
picked out, this very tree, was
grown right here in South Carolina? It wasn't shipped from Canada
or even Pennyslvania? You've got
to be kidding!"
"No, sir, I'm not. Just look at
this tag. See-it says, 'This tree was
grown by a member of the South
Carolina Christmas Tree Growers
Association.' This is the third year
we've handled native-grown trees
on our lot, and we've sold some
mighty fine-looking ones, too."
Thus another South Carolinian
becomes aware this month of one
of the state's newest and most
promising industries-growing
Christmas trees. Christmas tree
production has become big business
in the United States, and South
Carolina growers are beginning to
take their rightful place in this profit-making enterprise.
Though the industry is still in
"swaddling clothes," it has great
expectations for maturing into a
full-grown major business in the
state. The market for home-grown
trees is steadily expanding each
year as more and more people bee om e increasingly aware of the
product.
Needless to say, a major selling
point is freshness. Many families
can recall the unhappy experience
of dry, brittle needles dropping
from their Christmas tree and gathering in a heap on the floor, leaving
the tree a bare skeleton of its former self. This often occurs with
imported trees grown in the north
and cut several weeks prior to being
sold on the southern market.

Y
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Native-grown trees are not cut
Then one year his sons Archie
until the middle of December. and Quentin managed somehow to
When they reach the customer, smuggle one in and set it up in
they still have their fragrant Archie's room. The mortified Prewoodsy aroma and present no pro- sident was assured by Gifford
b lem with falling needles. Also, Pinchot, chief of the Division of
they are less likely to be a fire Forestry (it later became the
hazard, since a freshly cut tree with United States Forest Service), that
its high moisture content is nearly supervised and proper harvesting of
fireproof when the trunk is kept Christmas trees was actually beneficial to the forests. Roosevelt was
immersed in water.
Most high-quality Christmas trees appeased, and since then the White
are produced on tree plantations House, like other homes, has had a
where growing conditions and selec- Christmas tree each year.
tion of stock can be closely conIt was during this climate of controlled under the keen eye and care cern over natural resources that the
of the tree grower.
very first Christmas tree plantation
"With an increasing demand for was established in 1918 on a
quality," reports a Carolina grower, 21h-acre hillside field in Pennsyl"the days are gone forever when vania. Down through the years tree
tree peddlers could simply go out farming began to catch on in neighinto the woods to cut evergreens to boring states and now approxisell on the local market. Actually, mately 35 states carry on the enteronly about one acceptable tree out prise in varying degrees.
of 20 can be found in the wild
Here in South Carolina most
state."
plantations have been established
The idea of growing Christmas within the last five years. Some are
trees as a farm crop-Christmas tree located on land where cotton and
farming-developed several years tobacco or truck-garden crops once
ago, partially from the concern of grew. Others are on sites considered
certain conservation-minded people unsuitable for growing conventional
over what they considered farm crops, so that planting
depletion of the nation's forests. Christmas trees offers an opportunThey felt the cutting of evergreens ity to put these idle acres into profor use as Christmas trees was a duction. Sizes of plantations range
major factor contributing to this from 500 trees of a part-time grower in Oconee County to 100,000
depletion.
Early in the century President trees of a full-time producer in DarTheodore Roosevelt, an ardent con- lington County.
servationist, felt so strongly about
When the potential for South
the matter that at first he would Carolina-grown trees was recogniznot allow a Christmas tree in the ed a few years ago, interested landWhite House. He considered the owners and Clemson personnel met
to discuss the need for a tree growpractice downright wasteful.
21
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ers' association. Under the guiding
hand of C.W. Hall, Clemson extension forester, the South Carolina
Christmas Tree Growers Association (C.T.G.A.) was organized in
September 1964.
Emphasizing quality as the basic
ingredient necessary for success, the
association today continues to offer
a good foundation around which
the industry can grow. Its main
objectives are to promote the production of better Christmas trees,
to encourage research in the ind us try and to develop local
markets. The organization also provides opportunity for the 28
grower-members to exchange ideas
and to discuss common problems.
Hall (who is also secretary of the
state C.T.G.A.) points out that
growing holiday trees is not a
"get-rich-quick" project.
"Nor is it one you can plant and
forget," he adds. "It takes more
than planting to obtain a good
quality tree that customers are

looking for. The trees demand care
and attention at certain specific .
times. Marketing them is also
exacting."
It takes five years or longer of
intensive management for a tiny
seedling to grow into a beautiful
well-shaped Christmas tree that will
command a premium price on the
market.
In addition to weed control and
treatment for diseases or insect infestation, a grower must be particularly conscientious about shearingthe most important cultural practice he learns. Proper shearing is a
"must" in producing a desirable
tree of proper density whose outline is the traditional cone shape
and whose general appearance spells
quality.
Varieties of trees now being produced in the state for Christmas
trees include Arizona cypress, red
cedar and white pine. The white
pine is becoming increasingly
popular for its soft blue-green

foliage and good symmetry, and is
considered an excellent holiday
tree. The number-one favorite in
the nation, Scotch pine, is also
being test-planted with high hopes
for success.
Christmas tree farming, particularly in the South, is still a highly
experimental industry. It is in the
area of research that Clemson University is making valuable contributions to the tree-growing industry.
Clemson-sponsored research projects are being conducted throughout the state to observe the growing
habits of certain species under
varied conditions of climate and
soil. Determining the natural
advantages of one tree over another
and matching the proper species to
the proper site, present a continuing challenge to research personnel. It might be pointed out that
finding adequate funds to support
this research is an ever-present challenge as well.
For the individual growers, meeting the competition of high-quality
trees from out of state is the major
task facing them today. Growers
are quick to mention that South
Carolinians spend close to a million
dollars each year for Christmas
trees, with most of that amount at
present going out of state.
"The picture is bright, though,"
says one enthusiastic grower. "We
have the potential in climate, rainfall, good soil types and markets to
compete in this business. What we

- Clemson Extension Service Photos.

Members of the South Carolina Christmas Tree Growers Association look over a field of young pines in Darlington County.
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need to do now is to capture the
state's market entirely with highquality trees and reclaim that money now heading north."
"I don't see how we can miss,"
points out another tree farmer, "if
we really work at developing a good
quality tree. Don't forget-we also
have the advantage in faster delivery and smaller freight charges in
addition to freshness. The way I see
it, as the state's population continues to grow, the demand for
Christmas trees will grow along
with it. That means we can sell
more trees and that, in turn, means
more income for South Carolina."
Latest reports estimate 20,000 to
30,000 home-grown trees will be
available during this current holiday
season. These figures of course will
show an annual increase as more
and more young trees reach
maturity each year.
Most growers at this time are
supplying only their local demand
for trees, selling through individual
merchants and non-profit organizations such as civic clubs, PTAs and
church groups. Eventually, in addition to supplying the state's own
needs, local producers hope to export trees to other states as well.
An interesting aspect of marketing Christmas trees is the "chooseand-cut" method of selling. Members of C.T.G.A. invite families to
bring their children out to tree
plantations to select their own holiday tree direct from the field, chop

The shearing operation is demonstrated
on an Arizona cypress.
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-Photo by Sam Hilborn.

Youngsters enjoy the "choose-and-cut" method of marketing trees.

it down and carry it home. For
families who take advantage of this
opportunity, the Christmas tree tradition becomes more exciting and
more meaningful. Children, especially, look forward to the annual
trip out to the tree farm to choose
and cut their very own Christmas
tree.
Perhaps the most distinguished
native-grown Christmas trees in this
state this season will be those presented to Gov. and Mrs. McNair by
the state C.T.G.A. Following the
custom of the past two years, two
magnificent evergreens-one for the
inside of the mansion and a larger
one for the grounds-will be cut
from plantations of members of the
association and delivered to the
governor and his family.
Of course growing a tree for the
Governor's Mansion is considered a
great honor. However, growing

quality trees for any American
home can be very rewarding also.
Dr. Erland Nelson of Columbia, a
pioneer tree grower and past president of C.T.G.A., has put the
feelings of a Christmas tree grower
this way:
"Second only to my profession
of teaching, nothing has given me
more pleasure than growing and
selling Christmas trees. Money, yes,
but more than that is the pleasure
of planting, trimming and, finally,
counting the trees as they are harvested-and the thought of the pleasure these trees bring to others is
something hard to duplicate."
For information concerning
growing or buying South Carolina
Christmas trees, contact: Mr. C.W.
Hall, P .0. Box 287, Columbia,
South Carolina 29202.
Nat Hilborn is from Columbia.

The most conventional method of marketing trees is that in which locally-grown trees
are brought from the fields directly to the customer.
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BILL TRADER:

Songwriter-Engineer
By ADDISON BARKER
is music is said to arise out of
his own experience, and his
craftsmanship as a songwriter is
good. His road to success in music
was not easy, and his achievements
in music have never dimmed his interest in automobiles. He is Bill
Trader, an instructor at the Florence-Darlington Technical Education Center, who is an unusual combination of songwriter and automotive engineer.
A native of Darlington, where his
father was a pioneering minister of
the First Church of God, Bill worked with the Coca-Cola Bottling
Companies of Darlington and Hartsville following graduation from high
school. He later had experience in
advertising and then attended three
schools of Diesel engineering. The
latter interest led to his volunteering in World War II for hazardous
duty as a Diesel engineer with an
underwater demolition team. It was
following his tour of military service that he began writing songs in
earnest.
Bill's interest in music dates back

H

-Photo by Sonny Smith.

Songwriter Bill Trader of Florence.
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to his childhood and to the music the same time, his involvement in
he heard in his father's church. music led to his becoming personal
Also, his experience as an end man friends with all the top stars in the
in a blackface minstrel show, in country and western field.
which he worked with his brother
In 1959 "A Fool Such as I" was
in Florida, further widened his projected to the peak of its success.
musical scope. But it was difficult It was recorded in a rock version by
to get his early songs promoted; Elvis Presley. Bill had met Elvis
many of them were returned to him several years earlier, when Elvis'
unopened, and he had several close ambition was to become a star in
scrapes with song sharks.
country and western music, and
He finally got a break in music in Elvis had promised Bill that he
1950, when the Song "Mr. Stalin, would record the song some day.
You're Eatin' Too High on the The Presley recording sold
Hog," on which Bill collaborated 2,150,000 copies.
with Arthur Smith, was a success.
Many other artists followed
The State Department later banned Presley in recording the song, 42 of
this song from the networks be- whom were well known. The song
cause of the then-current appease- sold in every country except those
ment policy toward Russia.
within the Iron Curtain domain,
In 1952 Bill entered the big time and it was especially popular in
with his song "A Fool Such as I," Japan. It was published in all major
which he had written in 1948. In foreign countries, and a total of 10
that year Hank Snow recorded the foreign films made use of the song.
song, and Hank sold 500,000 copies
Bill came to teach at Florenceof the recording, a total previously Darlington TEC following a stint as
unheard of in the country and field engineer in the automotive
western field. Early in 1953 eight industry in Michigan. He lives in
other artists recorded Bill's hit, Florence with his wife, the former
among them Tommy Edwards and Mary Emma McDonald of CharJo Stafford. Two recordings of the lotte, North Carolina, by whom he
song were numbers one and two in has two daughters. He also has two
the country at the same time, as grown daughters by a previous
music was tallied strictly according marriage. Most of his relatives are
to record sales in that day. (Hank living in the Darlington area.
Snow's recording was tops in the
Along with teaching, Bill concountry for 14 weeks.) For the tinues his activities in music. He ennext six years, there was at least joys a full, participating lifetime
one release per year.
membership in ASCAP, to which he
Bill lived and worked in Nashville was elected in 1953. He is president
for several years, teaching at the of an ASCAP publishing firm
Nashville Technical College and associated with a recording studio
promoting his songwriting career. in Charlotte, and is with a BMIAs an instructor, he taught Diesel affiliated publishing company in
and automotive engineering in 13 Florence. He still looks to coming
out of 22 departments at Nashville up with another big hit, and-who
Technical College. He continued his knows-he may come up with it
own education by taking a course any day.
at Ferris Institute and an extension
course at Vanderbilt University. At Addison Barker is from Florence.
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SANTEE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

o/3-Eome

By JAN WONGREY

n the early 1900s the waterfowl
population in this country was at
a drastic stage. For years the
market hunters had slaughtered and
thinned the ranks of ducks and
geese until extinction seemed almost inevitable.
Far-sighted men began to think
of the future and conservation
movements began erupting throughout the country to save the waterfowl population and other species
of birds, as well as animals that
many thought were lost to the
hunter's gun. ·
One of these men was President
Theodore Roosevelt who, in 1903,
set aside Pelican Island on the east
coast of Florida to protect a nesting
colony of pelicans and herons. This
was the first national wildlife refuge
in the United States and the begin-

I
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ning of many more to follow.
There are now 312 refuges in this
country totalling approximately
28% million acres. Of these refuges
there are 243 set aside primarily for
the use of wild ducks and geese,
with a total of 3,702,000 acres.
About 12 million people visit the
national wildlife refuges annually.
They come to photograph wildlife,
to fish and to picnic.
The state of South Carolina is
very fortunate to have four national
wildlife refuges. They are Cape
Romain in Charleston, Carolina
Sandhills in Chesterfield County,
Savannah in Jasper County and
Santee Refuge in Clarendon and
Berkeley counties. These four refuges contain a total of 161,176
acres of land and water.
Santee Refuge is the largest of

the four with 74,352 acres in its
boundaries. The refuge is divided
into four units: three in Clarendon
County on Lake Marion comprising
44,453 acres and one on Lake
Moultrie in Berkeley County comprising 29,500 acres. In addition to
the two large lake areas, Santee Refuge has five sub-impoundments
totaling 3,250 acres.
During the fall and winter
months approximately 250,000
ducks and 35,000 geese find sanctuary on this refuge. And afford the
waterfowl hunter and the bird
watching enthuiasist with many
memorable hours and days of
pleasure.
Just a few hundred yards from
the headquarters of the refuge is
the place where the combined
forces of Francis Marion and Light25

.

.

"

"The biggest factor concerning a
good waterfowl season depends
almost entirely on the weather. But
the birds must have an adequate
supply of food to attract and hold
them. The Santee Refuge is the
base camp for the ducks and geese
that are hunted in mid-South Carolina, and our bands have been returned by hunters from as far as
Lake Hartwell, which is located on
the upper Savannah River between
South Carolina and Georgia. The
primary aim or objective is to provide the hunters with maximum
waterfowl use. Without the farmlands and the sanction of the refuge, waterfowl hunting in midSouth Carolina would be practically

-
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Refuge workers are shown preparing nets for trapping geese.

horse Harry Lee captured Fort
Watson during the Revolutionary
War, which later proved to be a
decisive victory in the outcome of
the war.
The Santee National Wildlife
Refuge was established in 1941
shortly after the Santee Cooper
Lakes (Marion and Moultrie) were
built and flooded.
Before the lakes were constructed 95 per cent of the state's migrating waterfowl were found in the
lush coastal marshlands of the
Santee delta.
But intrusion of salt water destroyed much of that prime waterfowl land when the riverflow was
cut off by dams built for hydroelectric power production and navigation.
In 1942, one year after the
refuge was established, 10 Canada
geese and 9,500 ducks wintered on
the refuge.
Since then the goose flock has
grown to 35,000 and the duck
population has increased to around
150,000.
Major species are mallard,
widgeon, black duck, pintail, ringnecked duck, wood duck, gadwall
and green-winged teal. Eleven other
species winter in small numbers.
Large numbers of blue-winged teal
stop during migration but very few
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stay.
The refuge is too far south to be
a breeding ground for waterfowl.
And the only species that nests in
significant numbers is the wood
duck. Occasionally a pair of mallards or Canada geese that cannot
make the return trip to the northlands will nest on the refuge.
It takes more than a given
amount of land and water posted
by "'No Hunting" signs to attract
and hold huge flocks of ducks and
geese. It takes food. This is the
greatest problem a refuge manager
faces, for without sufficient food
hungry flocks will seek another
dining table.
So an intensive farming program
is carried out on 1,170 acres to provide food for the large numbers of
waterfowl wintering here.
Crops grown on the refuge include corn, millet, small grains,
sorghum and soybeans, and most of
the green forage is completely utilized by mid-December each year.
According to Tom Martin,
Santee Refuge manager, it takes a
daily diet of six ounces of food for
a duck and eight for a goose.
"Not only does a lack of food
mean few birds, but it also means
that the hunters of mid-South Carolina will have a poor season," says
Martin.

Wilbur Dingle (L.) holds a mallard while
Tom Martin (R.) bands the duck's leg.
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nothing. So you can say that it depends on how good we are at
farming."
Another important phase of
work on the Santee Refuge is banding waterfowl.
This program is set up to learn
more specific things about the
birds, Martin explained. "Through
the banding of these birds we learn
what the annual population turnover is every year, and mortality
rates. Also we find out whether or
not we are shooting more adult or
immature birds. Banding also helps
us to adjust the hunting seasons to
the pressure being applied."
Blue-winged teal, the earliest arrivals on the refuge, mark the begin-

--Photos courtesy S.C. Wildlife. Commission.
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ning of the banding along with knee-deep ponds on the refuge. The
wood ducks. This phase of banding area in and around the pens is
begins about the third week in baited with corn. Once the birds
August or the first week in Septem- enter they seem quite content to
ber, depending upon the amount of stay; that is until the food is gone.
birds on the refuge.
These traps are checked every day
When the big ducks such as mal- throughout the operations. If they
lards, pintails and black ducks begin are not, a family of raccoons may
to arrive-a few weeks before the seat themselves to a buffet of
hunting season starts-banding waterfowl.
operations are shut down in order
The other method is by the use
to give the birds a chance to rest of nets fired by hidden cannons.
and to lose some of their wariness. This type of trapping is used mostly
And it is not until the waterfowl for Canada geese. Geese are someseason is over that operations are what smarter than ducks and this
resumed.
method has proven to ~e more sucThere are two methods used in cessful than trying to capture these
trapping the birds; one is by the use birds in pens. Again corn is used to
of wire pens that are placed in lure the geese into the range of the

After being banded at the wildlife refuge a Canada goose voices approval at being
released.
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nets. The cannons are fired by an
observation team from a distance of
a quarter of a mile away.
Even this isn't 100 per cent fool
proof and a few of the geese
manage to make an escape, sounding 'their protest to the remaining
geese and ducks as they take to the
air.
Over the years several species of
birds have visited the Santee Refuge
that are rarely seen by humans in
this modern world. They are the
white-fronted goose, sandhill crane,
white pelican and the fulvous tree
duck.
On several occasions Martin has
had the opportunity to witness the
universal law of nature, survival of
the fittest, in his work.
Of all the episodes Martin remembers one event that stood out
over the rest. It was between a red
fox and an old gander goose.
"One morning while I was out
checking to see if we had had any
build-up in our waterfowl

population or had lost some of the
birds, I caught a glimpse of a red
fox standing in the shadows of a
pine thicket watching a flock of
several thousand geese loafing
around in a 50-acre wheat field.
"The thought of having one of
these geese for dinner was probably
more than he could stand. The
geese completely ignored the fox
until he was about 50 yards from
them. Then they stopped and began
to watch his moves. Old Red must
have thought he was doing pretty
good; that is, until he was within 20
yards. Then an old gander must
have decided that this game was
going just a little too far, and out of
the flock he came hissing and preparing for battle. After a few choice
words, Mr. Red ambled back across
the field, stopping once to look at
what he though.t was going to be a
change of diet. "
At this time only groups and
clubs can make appointments to
visit the refuge to watch and

observe the birds. The reason for
this is that if it were open to everyone who happened to be passing
by, all work would have to be stopped to show the visitor around. If
people were turned loose on the
refuge it would cause the birds to
become nervous and, after too
much excitement, they would eventually leave and seek sanctuary elsewhere.
In short, the Santee National
Wildlife Refuge has accomplished
its goals: it has alleviated the loss of
natural waterfowl habitat due to
the intrusion of salt water in the
Santee delta; it has become the
largest wintering grounds for waterfowl in this state; it has provided
the hunter and naturalist with
many hours of pleasure; and it has
become a research center where,
through banding, many of the
secrets of these birds and nature are
being discovered.
Jan Wongrey, from Sumter, is an
outdoors writer.

A flock of Canada geese wing from a marsh . . .
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-Photos courtesy S.C. Wildlife Commission.

Workers gather trapped geese for banding.
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ST. THADDEUS
CHARLOTTE RUSSE
By Vivian Milner
n Aiken, when people mention
Charlotte Russe, that rich and
delectable dessert, they automatically think of St. Thaddeus
Episcopal church-so long and
famous has been the association of
the two.
Traditionally Episcopalians,
whenever they are in need of
money for a good cause, hold a fair
or a bazaar or a festival. This always
results in fellowship, fun and funds.
In the impoverished days following the War Between The States,
the women of St. Thaddeus reacted
according to custom when, in 1873,
the Sewing Society held a fair so
they could buy Christmas gifts for
the Sunday School children, both
white and Negro, according to "The
History of the Church of St.
Thaddeus" by R. Conover Bartram.
From this evolved the annual
Christmas Bazaar, which is now
always held the first Saturday in
December. For many decades a
turkey supper followed the bazaar
and the climax of that feast was the
Charlotte Russe.
Miss Elizabeth Teague, born in
1878 and the oldest active member
of the church, remembers the early
suppers and that Miss Maria Edgerton was always in charge of the
Charlotte Russe. Miss Edgerton was
the daughter of a beloved rector,
the Rev. Everett C. Edgerton, who
served from 1869 to 1896.
In the late 1920s, when Miss
Maria had to give up supervision of
the elaborate sweet course, ice
cream was served for several years,
according to Mrs. Ella Croft. "When
Mary Ed Croft, my cousin Edward's
wife, was bazaar chairman in 1932,
we were discussing the supper.
'Let's have Charlotte Russe,' I suggested. 'Who's going to make it?'

I
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Mary Ed asked, and I said, 'I will!"'
Years before at choir practice,
Ella had complimented Maria
Edgerton, who was the organist, on
the Charlotte Russe. "I told her
that it reminded me of the kind my
mother made when I was a child. 'It
was your dear mother's recipe,'
Miss Maria told me."
Ella was advised to prepare for
about 150 people, that first year.
"With the help of my teen-aged
daughter Sarah, now Mrs. Paul H.

helpers who lined the pans with
split lady fingers. The Croft trio
still makes Charlotte Russe for
special church events.
On the significant occasion of
the 125th anniversary of the founding of St. Thaddeus church last
year, a special Communion service
was followed by a gala parish
dinner. The crowning glory of the
meal, made of course by the Crofts,
was Charlotte Russe.
1
6
1
1
2

qt. whipping cream
egg whites
cup sherry wine
cup sugar
or 21h envelopes
Knox gelatin (see note)
% cup water
3 doz. lady fingers

The secret of the success of this
dessert is to beat both the cream
and the egg whites separately and
very stiff. Be careful, though, not
to let the cream become buttery.
{ ( Add sugar and wine to cream while
beating. Allow gelatin to soak in
water until it becomes stiff, then
melt over low heat, stirring and
never permitting it to get hot or
lumpy. After it has been allowed to
cool to lukewarm, mix the liquid
gelatin slowly into the cream mixture. Last of all, stir in the stiffly
beaten egg whites. Container or
containers should be ready, lined
with halves of lady fingers. Pour the
mixture over the lady fingers and
-Photo by Vivian Milner.
Mrs. Edward S. Croft ( L.) and Mrs. place remaining halves on top. ReLaurie E. Croft (R.) prepare Charlotte frigerate. It is convenient, when
Russe according to the recipe of Mrs. serving a large group, to use large
Laurie Croft's mother.
cake pans (about 10 x 13 inches)
Benson Jr. of Florence, her class- and to cut the servings into squares.
mate and chum, Rosemary Green, Such a pan should hold enough for
and my faithful cook Julia, it still 20 servings.
took us a whole afternoon to comNote: If making for home use,
plete the Charlotte Russe."
to be served straight from the refriElla Croft, her sister Mary Lyon gerator, two envelopes of gelatin are
and Mary Ed Croft have borne the enough; but if for a large group
responsibility for the Charlotte where the Charlotte Russe may be
Russe for 36 years. Each of the unrefrigerated for a time, 21h enthree women has her specialty. velopes should be used to be safe.
Mary Ed gets the ingredients and
Charlotte Russe keeps beautibeats the egg whites. Mary whips fully in the deep freeze for several
the cream. Ella handles the gelatin months. Wrap container well in foil.
and the mixing. Through the years To serve, simply thaw out. This is
they have had various faithful nice for an emergency.
Sand lapper
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(Answers to puzzle on page 71)

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
DOWN:

ACROSS:
2.
4.
6.
11.
12.
13.
16.
18.
22.
23.
24.
27.
30.
32.
34.
35.

Fast flying and hard-to-hit game bird.
A town in W. Colleton County.
Town in E. Horry County.
Tree with shiny sharp-pointed, green leaves and
bright-red berries.
Winter blooming plant, member of the tea
family, flowers begin the second year.
Small town in S. Williamsburg County.
The first week of December is Conservation
Week in S.C. Friday of this week is - - Day.
Small town in W. Horry County.
An excellent Christmas tree grown in S.C.
woods.
The first settlement after - - - years moved across
the Ashley River.
Parasite used in traditional Christmas game and
decorations.
Town in S. Lee County.
Town S. of Kingstree in Williamsburg County.
Town N.E. of Walterboro. Round - - -.
Minister to Mexico who introduced poinsettias
to this country.
Town in N.E. Spartanburg County.
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1. American party which favored England at the
time of the American Revolution.
3. Town below Lake Marion in Orangeburg
County.
4. Tree whose fruits are single "keys" with a long
narrow wing.
5. Town between Barnwell and Denmark.
6. Was elected President of the Continental
Congress in 1777.
7. State bordering S.C. on southwest.(abbr.)
8. Town in N. Colleton County.
9. Town between Williston and Blackville.
10. Freshwater fish with "whiskers."
14. Grain crop that brought great wealth to the
early settlers.
15. Town N. of Smith in York County.
17. Only mammal that flies. Some live to be 15
years old.
19. The use of indigo for dye is - - - today in S.C.
20. Member of the rodent family that has excellent
gnawing teeth.
21. Town in S. York County.
25. Ore once mined in small amounts at Smyrna.
26. Town in W. Bamberg County.
28. There were 28 - - - tribes here in 1670.
29. South Carolina's most distinguished scientific
physician.
31. Important forest and street shade tree.
33. Indians - - - acorns.
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ORANGEBURG
By

n 1704, a man by the name of
Henry Sterling, Indian trader by
profession and curious man by
nature, pushed his way inland from
Charleston and set up a trading post
on the banks of the North Edisto
River to barter with the Indian
tribes inhabiting the area.
Sterling's trek through the Long
Cane Barrier that marked the fur.
there st inland encroachment of
white settlers in South Carolina, is
the first record of a white man
known to live on the present site of
Orangeburg.
What happened to Sterling is
somewhat hazy, but it is assumed
that he kept his business honest and
his hair secure for in 1730, one certain St. John, Surveyor General of
the South Carolina Province, sent
his crews inland to lay off 11 townships on the rivers of the state, one
of which was to be situated on the
Pon Pon River, now known as the
Edisto.
Even though settlers were entering the port of Charleston with
regularity, one can assume that the
General Assembly of the Province
of South Carolina had several practical reasons to set up the new
townships.
Conjecture is that the new settlements would stimulate business for
the Charleston merchants and the
villages would act as outposts in the

I
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event of war with the Indians.
Whatever the reasons, the town
of Orangeburg was laid out in the
shape of a parallelogram, and the
surveyors even marked and number-

Aerial view of Memorial Plaza in the
heart of the Orangeburg business district.

ed the lots so that when the first
shipment of settlers arrived in
1735, they were, in effect, among
the first Americans to settle in a
pre-planned subdivision.
Named for William, the Prince of
Orange, who was the son-in-law of
King George II of England, Orangeburg ( originally spelled Orangeburgh) was actually permanently
settled by John Hearn (pronounced
"Harn") in 1732, who came armed
with a land grant of 500 acres
authorized by King George II.
He was followed in 1735 by
Henry Salley with another royal
grant, given for unknown reasons,

and in July of the same year by 200
Swiss-Germans.
These 200 souls were actually
dirt-poor people who had been
given free passage to the New World
and, on leaving Charleston for
Orangeburg, were given 50 acres of
land, one year's provisions and the
necessary seed for a crop.
The townsite included 360 acres
exclusive of streets. The lots were
one-half acre in size and each
square, or block, contained five
acres.
There were six streets running
north and south, 11 streets running
east-west. The streets were 66 feet
wide except for Bay Street, which
was 99 feet wide and ran along the
river front.
The establishment of the townsite hard by the banks of the North
Edisto was one of practicality. The
river gave them relatively good
transportation to the coast, provided water and also a natural
barrier against invaders.
Of course, plans of the townsite
included provisions for militia to
guard the townspeople. At the intersection of the main center streets
was a square which was used as a
parade ground by the local fighting
men.
Being practical, religious men,
the site of the township church,
Lutheran, was adjacent to the
Sand lapper
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square as was the first graveyard of River.
History records that Capt. Rusthe area, now the property of the
sell was also in charge of a group of
Orangeburg Historical Society.
The area was not one of the rangers who roved the province
original counties of the royal col- fighting Indians and white outlaws.
Exactly why the settlers named a
ony, but was erected out of portions of Colleton and Berkeley street for Capt. Russell is not
known, but it must have been a
counties.
Following the arrival of the 200 pretty good one, considering that
Swiss-Germans, a second and third the Congaree fort was the closest
consignment of settlers arrived in protection available to the settlers.
The most valuable source of
Orangeburg in 1736 and 1737 making the town one of the most thriv- records covering the early days of
ing inland settlements of the present Orangeburg is to be found
in the Gissendanner Records, a
colony .
An idea of the conditions sur- chronicle kept by the Rev. John
rounding the law and order aspect Gissendanner during the formative
of the region can be gained from years of Orangeburg.
Actually, there were two Gissenone of the street names still in
danners.
The Rev. John Ulrich Gisexistence.
and his nephew, Rev.
sendanner
Russell Street, the main street of
the present city, was named in hon- John Gissendanner, arrived in
or of Capt. Charles Russell, a man Charleston during the year 1737.
of some prominence, who com- They headed inland to Orangeburg
manded a fort on the Congaree and the two Lutheran ministers

tended to the birthing, marrying
and burying of the predominately
Lutheran settlers.
The second Gissendanner ministered to the spiritual wants of the
Orangeburg settlers from 1738 to
1749, then returned to England to
receive Episcopal ordination from
the Bishop of London. He was ordained a deacon on August 27 and
a priest in September 1749.
He then returned to the colonies
and the Orangeburg district until
his death in 1761.
The change of his ministry from
Lutheran to Episcopalian is not so
surprising when one considers that
the official religion of that time was
the Church of England. Perhaps the
expediency of the time-protection
and support by the duly authorized
authorities-had more to do with
his change of religion than a
spiritual decision.
The book in which Rev. Gissen-

~reater Orangeburg Area Chamber of Commerce Photos.

A waterwheel in Edisto Memorial Gardens in Orangeburg.
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danner kept his records is written in
German, which most of the Orangeburg settlers spoke, and was given
by Mrs. Mary Treadwell and her
family to the church for preservation. It has been placed in care of
the Diocese of South Carolina.
The carefully written passages
tell in simple language the hardships
of the settlers of Orangeburg; in
one instance, a record is found of a
man by the name of Whetstone,
whose body was returned to
Orangeburg after he was killed in a
fight with the Cherokee Indians.
Rev. Gissendanner was also a
practical man, making maps showing the plans for the streets of
Orangeburg and marking carefully
who owned what land, making it a
book of immense value to the
records of the region.
Many names found in the book
are still encountered in the area, although the spelling has changed
somewhat from the Old World useage-names such as Ott, Rickenbaker, Inabinet, Bossart, which is
now Bozard, Hungerfuller which is
now Hungerpiller, Yessenhunt
which is now Whisenhunt, and
Strohmann, now Stroman.
The first real disaster suffered by
the town came May 11, 1781 during the Revolutionary War when
troops under the command of Gen.
Sumter forced British troops and
militia to surrender.
The disaster came about when
the original church was destroyed,
either by accident or deliberate cannonfire from Sumter's troops who
entered the town periodically firing
their cannon.
It is open to debate whether the
weapons were fired to demoralize
the British, who numbered 82 souls
in total, or to bolster the morale of
the Continental troops.
Either way, the church was destroyed and plans made for another
to be constructed.
The city continued to prosper
during the years between 1783 and
1861. Several famous men visited
the town, among them William Gilmore Sims who wrote an interesting
story, "The Forages," about the
34

home of Donald Bruce which stood
at the corner of Windsor and Bull
streets in Orangeburg.
This home is the only house to
survive from the Revolutionary period and is presently owned by Col.
Russell Wolfe. It was moved from
its town location to rest in drab
neglect about four miles from
Orangeburg on U.S. 301.
During the Civil War, still refer-

red to by some in the area as the
War for Southern Rights, Orangeburg became a focal point of the
Confederacy since Branchville, a
major rail junction in the movement of war material, was located
only 14 miles away and a rail line
connected the towns with the rest
of the Confederacy.
However, the war, which had
seemed so far away, came to

An 1886 crowd watched the antics of a tightrope walker, who can be seen standing
on his head on a rope held taunt by three helpers below.

-Photo by John W. Faust.

The 18th-century Donald Bruce house is the oldest Orangeburg residence.
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Sherman aimed one of his wings
directly toward Orangeburg.
Small skirmishes on the South
Edisto and a slightly larger one on
the North Edisto did little to deter
the Union Army which pushed on
into Orangeburg.
T he church rebuilt after the
Revolutionary War again did
double-duty, serving as a smallpox
hospital for the Yankees.

The pride of the town, the new
county jail, today dubbed "The
Pink Palace" by the inhabitants of
the city, was destroyed as was a
large portion of the town.
It was during this time that the
records kept in the county courthouse were burned when Sherman's
troops put the torch to the town.
Thus, the Gissendanner Records
remain the only real source of information concerning the way of
life of the early Orangeburg settlers.
Life following the Civil War was
not easy in Orangeburg, since South
Carolina was the state marked by
the Federals as being the chief
"troublemaker" and cause of the
past hostilities.
However, she grew steadily as
evidenced in a descriptive sketch of
Orangeburg, published by August
Kohn and R. Lewis Berry, extolling
the virtues of Orangeburg in 1888.
The book, the property of C.
Walker Limehouse, an Orangeburg
attorney, was published to entice
investments to the area and recounted the "attractions, resources
and advantages as a place of settlement and for profitable investment
of capital."
Thousands gathered for the 1893 unveiling of the Confederate monument. The cam·
The book pointed out with pride
paigne, conducted largely by ladies of the county, netted over $7,000.
that even though the town population was only 900 in 1866, it had
grown steadily until the population
was 3,600 in 1888.
Evidently, the book was one of
many such publications being circulated by towns to get people to settle and invest in certain areas, for
its language would do credit and
honor to a Madison A venue adver• tising executive.
" ...There is no place in South
Carolina that can boast of a lower
death rate ... the observations of
practicing physicians establish the
death rate at not above five to the
thousand . . .the blizzard is unknown." Some examples of the
language of the book.
Several industries had sprung up
in the town. The Orange Cotton
Mills, an industry still in operation
in Orangeburg, was established in
-Photo by John w. Faust. 1882 and was proudly hailed as
The Orangeburg Historical Society's headquarters stands near the 1735 town square.
being "well lit by the globe incan-

Orangeburg in January 1865 when
Gen. Sherman's troops surged
across the Savannah River on their
march north and pushed their way
toward Columbia against light
opposition.
Records indicate that many persons thought the Federal troops
would by-pass Orangeburg, striking
toward Branchville to the east and
through Springfield to the west, but
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dents; Mellichamp High School, one of the most popular schools in
established in April 1871 with an the state.
attendance of over 100; Orangeburg
In addition, by an act of the
Female Academy, the oldest school state legislature, approved March
in the city in 1888 and under the 12, 1872, the State Agricultural
direction of Miss R.S. Albergotti; College and Mechanics' Institute
one white public school with 60 was the forerunner of the present
pupils; Sterling school and Johnson South Carolina State College, the
school, both for Negro pupils and largest predominately Negro college
numbering over 100 pupils each; in South Carolina.
Orangeburg Conservatory of Music,
The enrollment of Claflin Univerestablished in 1875 by Prof. Anton sity was, in 1888, 946 students
Berg.
with 150 students already graduatProf. Berg offered courses in ed and working at various trades.
piano, organ, violin, wind instruThe town even had a military
ments and voice with over 40 stu- company. The Edisto Rifles, a remdents in attendance.
nant of the Civil War, was headOne of the oldest institutions in quartered in the city under the
the city at the time, and still in command of Capt. George W. Brunoperation, was Claflin University. son, who evidently had served with
This Negro university was found- the unit during the Civil War.
ed in Orangeburg in 1869 by "the
The cost of living in Orangeburg
Hon. Lee Claflin, of Boston, for the at the time was enviable, considereducation of the colored youth."
ing today's prices.
It occupied the site of the
Five-room cottages, complete
Orangeburg Female Academy with garden, rented for $12 per
which, before the Civil War, was · month, two-story houses rented for
$15 to $20 per month and "good
The H.V. Manning Library at Claflin College in Orangeburg.
brick stores rent at from $10 to
-Photo by Cecil J. Williams.
$50 per month."
Land cost from one dollar to $20
per acre; labor could be had at a
cost of five to eight dollars a month
and the total business volume for
the city during 1887 was estimated
to be $2,043,173.
Since that description was published in 1888, the city of Orangeburg has jumped tremendously in
population and economic growth.
The present estimated population of Orangeburg is 16,500 with a
total of nearly 33,000 persons residing inside a five-mile radius of
the city.
From the two million dollar
retail sales volume of 1887, Orangeburg retail sales jumped to
$46,655,000 in 1967.
One of the biggest boosts to the
city came following World War II
when several local industries expanded and other outside industries
decided to locate in or near the
city.
United States Plywood, Utica
Tool Co., Smith Corona Marchant
and Fabric Services all added a tre-

descent electric light."
The Dr. J.G. Wannamaker Manufacturing Co. was thriving with a
capital stock of $10,000 and was
busy copyrighting several new
medicines, complete with secret
formulas.
The town boasted not one, but
three fire companies in 1888-the
Young Americas, the Elliott Hook
and Ladder Co. and the Enterprise
Fire Engine Co.
Foremost among the improvements to the city was the system of
waterworks. From records, one
ascertains that the city fathers had
signed a contract with George H.
Cornelson, proprietor of Orange
Mills, by which the city gained
access to artesian well water which
supplied water to the cotton mill.
The city, at the time, ranked
high as an educational center.
Among the leading schools in the
city were: Sheridan Classical
School, with attendance during a
regular session of over 100 stu-
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-Greater Orangeburg Area Chamber of Commerce Photo.

River Pavilion on North Edisto River on site of old Bay Street where Sherman crossed the river in 1865.

mendous impetus to the economy
and population growth of Orangeburg.
One of the most famed attractions of the city is Edisto Memorial
Gardens, formerly a marsh river
swamp with an accumulation of
trash and underbrush.
In the early '20s, the Orangeburg
City Council decided it would be
well to develop the eyesore near the
North Edisto River into a garden
spot.
So, the first azaleas were planted
on a five-acre plot. In 1947, greenhouse and nursery facilities were
added to the garden operations for
the purpose of propagation of plant
material for future garden improvement and the improvement of public building grounds of the city.
An experimental rose garden was
added in January 1951 to extend
the season of beauty and, today,
Edisto Memorial Gardens, located
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by U.S. 301, is composed of 75
acres with thousands of azaleas,
camellias, roses and other flowers.
The most outstanding feature of
the gardens is that they are owned
and maintained by the city of
Orangeburg and are open to the
public all year at no admission
charge.
Besides the flowers found in
Edisto Memorial Gardens, there are
pine, sweet gum, oak and magnolia,
dogwood, judas, cherry, crepe
myrtle, crabapple, azaleas, camellias, hollies, oleanders, pyracanthea
and wisteria.
The rose section is one of 20 test
gardens in the nation affiliated with
the American Rose Society. It is
also affiliated with the All-American Rose Selection Committee
which has 22 test gardens with
resident judges.
There are some 100 accredited
public gardens which receive the

new All-American varieties at least
one year prior to their being placed
on the market. Edisto Memorial
Gardens is among this select group.
There are over 4,000 rose bushes
in the gardens representing over
110 varieties. Everblooming hybrid
teas and floribundas make up the
bulk of the plantings. Since its beginning in 1951, the rose garden has
received and tested 1,440 plants
comprising 205 varieties.
Orangeburg is a city of natural
beauty. Its population continues to
grow as does its educational, cultural and economic wealth.
As one person described this city
located in the lower central section
of South Carolina, "It's small
enough for me to know a lot of
people, yet big enough to keep
everybody in town from knowing
my private business."

John W. Faust is from Orangeburg.
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Artist's conception of new athletic-educational facility to open this month at the University of South Carolina.

CAROLINA
COLISEUM
38
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he Carolina Coliseum, one of the
largest multi-purpose structures
of its kind in the Southeast,
opens for business this month.
While the huge facility will not be
finally completed until early 1969,
the arena portion of the building
will be ready for basketball games
and for a holiday concert December
12.
The newest addition to the camp us of the University of South
Carolina is a double marvel. In the
first place, the building will house
the College of General Studies and
the School of Journalism in superbly equipped facilities entirely sepa-
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rated from the arena or public area.
In the second place, the enormous building was constructed and
ready for partial occupancy a full
three months ahead of schedule.
The Carolina Coliseum has a
total area of 315,000 square feet.
Of that total, 80,000 square feet
will be used to house the academic
departments scheduled to headquarter there.
The academic area will be
accessible from a mall area on Blossom Street. This portion of the
building will offer 90 faculty-staff
offices, 14 classrooms, 4 seminarconference rooms, 9 laboratories

and studios, 4 reading rooms and
lounges and appropriate storage
areas and rest-rooms.
The concourse level, reached
from the Green Street mall will
house concession booths, ticket
booths, rest-rooms and a first aid
booth. There are inside and outside
public promenades at this level and
freight elevator service from the
concourse to the Park Street entrance of the Coliseum.
A third level will house the Coliseum business offices, athletic
offices, dressing rooms, locker
rooms and several multi-purpose
rooms. It also houses an extension
library, audio-visual storage facilities, workshops and control facilities.
The arena itself is highly convertible. It will have a tartan floor for
basketball and a portable stage for
entertainment and other special
events. The arena will seat 12,200
persons for basketball and 13,500
for other special events.
The Carolina Coliseum construction was so far ahead of sched\lle it
out-stripped much of the detailed
planning to provide adequate parking space for arena patrons. While
these plans are being implemented
there will be a rather severe parking
problem. To offset this problem as
much as possible, representatives of
the University of South Carolina
have been meeting regularly with
representatives of local and state
governments to arrange temporary
solutions. The consulting firm of
Smith & Associates also is working
on the traffic flow problem around
the Coliseum.
Completion of the Carolina Coliseum obviously helps to solve a
severe academic space problem for
the University of South Carolina. It
also gives promise to area residents
who are sports and entertainment
minded that outstanding attractions
can, and no doubt will, be booked
into the new facility in the very
near future. The possibilities for
housing education meetings and
other state-wide and national conventions, trade shows and exhibitions are limitless.
39
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ould you like to make the
Christmas observance at your
house more meaningful this
year? Would you prefer that your
Christmas decorations reflect more
of the true spirit of the yuletide
season and less of the popular, commercialized version?
If so, you will find inspiration in
the story of how one South Carolinian is conducting a personal
crusade to return Christ to Christmas. Meet Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Szabo, wife of a retired army career
officer, who is noted throughout
the Piedmont area of the
state for her exquisite,
hand-made Christmas
tree ornaments and other
beautiful symbols relating to the Christmas
Story.
Creation of her unusual Christmas ornaments, all of them
symbolic of Christ and all
of them individual art
pieces, is not so much a
hobby with Mary Szabo
as it is her way of counteracting what she considers "a deplorable commercialization of Christmas that is taking away a
lot of its religious significance.
"Each year church and
· community leaders raise
their voices in protest
but, despite the efforts to keep
Christmas in its true perspective,
much of its religious significance is
being lost," Mrs. Szabo points out.
"Particularly does this seem to be
true when it comes to the observance of Christmas at home. Nowadays, the Christmas Story is overshadowed by Santa Claus, by the
exchanging of expensive gifts and
by rounds of holiday parties. The
manufacturers continue to dream
up Christmas decorations that are
more functional, more beautiful
and more sophisticated, but most
of them bear little relation to the
real meaning of Christmas."
It was Mrs. Szabo 's inability to
find Christmas tree ornaments with
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a religious meaning that brought
her to the decision to create her
own.
"I think the decorations we
choose for our homes can be an important factor in determining
whether we preserve the true spirit
of the season," she explains. "If we
want to return Christ to Christmas,
the logical place to start is at home
where it will make a lasting impression upon our young people."
It's not that Mary Elizabeth
would do away with Christmas
gaiety. It's just that she thinks you

can enjoy the fun of the holidays
and still put the emphasis where it
belongs-on the birth of Christ. Her
years spent at a Catholic convent
college and visits to many of the
great cathedrals in this country and
abroad, during the time her husband, Lt. Col. Joseph Szabo, was in
the Army, have contributed to her
strong feelings on the subject.
When the Szabos returned to
South Carolina seven years ago and
settled down at Rosewood, a
colonial plantation home on Lake
Hartwell between Anderson and
Pendleton, Mrs. Szabo wanted that
first Christmas in her own home to
be an occasion her family would
always remember. She planned to

carry out a Biblical theme in the
decorations of her Christmas tree,
but after shopping around it became evident that ornaments of a
religious nature could not be found.
"I became more and more
disgusted with the barbaric baubles
popularly associated with Christmas," she relates. "Nobody seemed
to be saying, 'let's celebrate the
birth of the Christ Child."'
So she went home and started a
Christmas project of her own. Relying upon her knowledge of religious
symbols figuring in the "Bible" and
her impressions of opulence and richness in cathedrals, she sketched a
number of designs. Then
she set to work painstakingly making her ornaments. For materials she
turned to her sewing basket, jewelry case, clothes
closet and kitchen shelves. In fact, any ordinary
household item that was
handy soon lent itself,
with a little imagination,
to becoming a part of
Mary Elizabeth's artistic
religious symbols. These
items included aluminum
tea balls vitamin bottle
tops, rolls of cardboard,
rings cut from tin cans,
party favor umbrellas,
wooden beads and costume jewelry.
A lot of ingenuity and intricate
workmanship went into the making
of the symbols, along with a lot of
love. It took from two to three
hours to make each symbol, but
when Christmas arrived the tree in
the Szabo living room was magnificent. Neighbors and friends spread
word of the unusual tree, and soon
many people were coming by to see
and examine the ornaments.
They found it hard to believe
that such art pieces had been fashioned from inexpensive odds and
ends around the house. Who would
have guessed that the tiny gold caskets holding gifts from the three
kings were made from a roll of
cardboard, two vitamin bottle caps
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An open "Bible," flanked by tapers in tall candelabra atop an old melodeon, sets the
theme for Christmas at the Szabos'.

glued together and a pair of aluminum tea balls, respectively. Covered
with gold lame, trimmed with gold
braid and finished with a dainty
design of glittering "jewels," they
reflected the splendor of kings. The
three circles of the Holy Trinity
were a trio of Mary Elizabeth's
silver bracelets, encrusted with seed
pearls taken from the trimming of a
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dress. The angels were made of
wooden beads, with handpainted
faces and diaphanous robes and
wings fashioned from scraps in the
sewing basket. The golden braid
ring on which the dove of peace
rested had been cut from a tin can
(after Mrs. Szabo had used up her
supply of bracelets).
Decked with its many bejeweled

ornaments in red and gold, the tree
was a dazzling sight, but rivaling it
in splendor was the minutely detailed creche spotlighted on a nearby
credenza. Not only was the nativity
scene created with special love and
care, but it was also distinguished
by the fact that a number of semiprecious stones and other jewelry
pieces of value had gone into its
making. The halo for the infant
Jesus was of gold filigree and the
crib was outlined with real seed
pearls from Japan. Mary and Joseph
were dressed in colorful robes of
satin and velvet. A design of real
pearls trimmed Mary's headgear,
and the cap on Joseph's head was
of solid gold. Carrying out her feeling that the Holy Family was the
most royal of all royal families,
Mary Elizabeth housed the Mother
and Child in a replica of a Far East
potentate's tent, rather than the
traditional stable. The base was a
Turkish coffee tray, and the tent
was fashioned of blue velvet, with
gold satin lining and trimming of
gold braid.
The three kings were richly attired in fur-trimmed robes of purple
and scarlet velvet and wore glittering jeweled crowns. Their camels
had ornate saddles of real leather,
trimmed with gold fringe. A gold
ball carried by one of the kings was
taken from an old Spanish necklace
dating back to 1500, which Mary
Elizabeth had acquired during her
travels. Another of the monarchs
carried a cup that was originally the
jeweled center of a flower pin from
India. In fact, the collection of
jewelry included in the nativity
scene represented numerous countries, including Spain, Turkey,
China, India, Japan, the Philippines
and the United States. There were
simpler touches, however. The
leaves on the palm trees and the elegant plumes worn by the kings were
made of chicken feathers.
People frequently ask Mrs. Szabo
where she gets all of her ideas.
Many of them are original and inspired by her own particular inter-

Beth Ann Klosky is from Anderson.
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pretation, but many others are
taken from the story of the life of
Christ which, she points out, is full
of religious symbols. All of the
Szabo ornaments are symbolic of
Christ either literally or figuratively, and she has many more ideas
for additional designs.
Typical of the symbols in her
present collection are a birth announcement scroll; a king's crown
on a tiny red velvet pillow; a tray of
wine jugs; a lantern (representing
Jesus' light of the world); horns of
cornucopias filled with gifts (representing the spirit of giving); a fishearly symbol of Jesus; roses--a
symbol of Mary; the dove of peace
with an olive branch of real jade in
its beak; a crown of thorns; nails of
the cross; a cross over the world;

and many others. Symbols of the
crucifixion have their place in the
Christmas Story, says Mrs. Szabo,
"for the purpose of Jesus' birth was
His death and resurrection."
Her principal tool in making the
symbols is a tube or bottle of glue,
either jeweler's glue or a good
brand of household glue. After devising the forms, she covers them
with colorful material (gold lame is
better to work with than velvet),
glueing and cutting as she goes. The
most tedious part of the work is the
elaborate decoration.
As a result of her "work of
love," Mrs. Szabo has become a
popular lecturer, speaking frequently during the fall to women's organizations, schools and other groups.
She receives numerous orders for

her handmade symbols, but she
gives away about as many of them
for Christmas gifts as she sells. They
are practically indestructible and
can be handed down like family
heirlooms.
She'd like to offer them for sale
on the retail market and has, in
fact, been approached on the
matter. A leading department store
in Atlanta proposed stocking a line
of the handmade symbols but the
price suggested was too low for the
work involved. She talked to a
manufacturer in Chicago who considered producing them, but he decided they would be slow to sell because of their religious nature. Mary
Elizabeth does not agree with this
opinion and is still hoping that the
opportunity to make the symbols
available on a larger scale will arise.
In the meantime, she continues to
make the symbols by hand and to
encourage others to do so.
From the time you enter the
Szabo's reception hall, where an unusual small tree or ruffled green net
flaunts its golden symbols, until
you reach the den, where a "children's tree" on a Chinese chow table
shares attention with an open
"Bible" beside a single gold candle,
- Pnotos by Lewis o. Moorllead.
Mrs. Szabo is shown creating her religious Christmas decorations in the library of you get the Szabos' message.
A Merry and a Holy Christmas.
her home.
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From "The Nutcracker," Act I, Scene
ii (L. to R.) Karen Tims, Paul Carr
and Kenley Jones.

T

"The Nutcracker" is the annual Christmas presentation of the Civic Ballet of
Greenville.

Dancers in the "Waltz of the Flowers"
include ( L. to R.) Stella Goodlett, Jan
Gillespie and Virginia Mann.
- Photographs by H. Neil Gillespie.
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he fluent music of Tschaikovsky
pervades the vast Memorial
Auditorium on whose stage a
magic make-believe enchanted
fairyland is being re-created. Snowflakes fall gracefully as the handsome prince escorts the starry-eyed
Clara through the Snow Country
and into the kingdom of the Sugarplum Fairy. In breath-taking succession the exquisitely costumed
dancers pirouette, arabesque and
releve their way into the hearts of
young and old alike as the Civic
Ballet presents its annual Christmas
gift, "The Nutcracker," to the city
of Greenville. When the curtain
rises on the evening of December
12, that best-loved fantasy will
again come alive.
Along with a nationally proclaimed Little Theatre, an accomplished symphony orchestra and
an art museum of merit, the
Civic Ballet of Greenville takes
its place as a pedantic and prodigous neophyte of the city's cultural family.
Because it represents all the
creative arts, because it speaks to
everyone who sees it in a language
all the world can understand and
because it portrays the ultimate in
development of skill, ballet is rightfully termed the aristocrat of the
arts. The growing city of Greenville
wished and won a tangency with
this aristocracy.
In 1957 a small cupidous group,
realizing the potential of a petite
ballet mistress and her superbly
trained dancers, formed a nucleus
from which emanated the Civic
Ballet of Greenville. This was not
achieved without rigorous hardships. The struggle to educate an
impassive public to appreciate the
beauty, artistry and enjoyment of
ballet was indeed a hurdle of
enormity. Despite frustrations, perserverence and dedication garnered
enough patrons to root an organization and gain a foothold on the
calendar of cultural events.
This association operates as a
non-profit, unincorporated group,
and its purpose is "to promote, advance and encourage the art and
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performance of ballet, and the
education, appreciation and knowledge thereof." Today the ballet
company and its executive board
take pride in the fact that it is selfsupporting, receives no federal aid
and is fast reaching professional
status. The group has won recognition and acclaim throughout North
and South Carolina.
For 20 young ladies ranging
upward from the age of 12, life
revolves around ballet-rehearsals,
new shoes, costume-fittings,
rehearsals, new shoes, photography
sessions, rehearsals, new shoes and
performances. These are the performing members of the Civic
Ballet, including soloists, featured
dancers and the corps de ballet.
They are a breed apart-they must
have technical virtuosity, style,
personality and nobility. They must
be artistic "aristocrats."
Auditions, held once each year,
are open to any interested dancer.
A panel of judges selects the dancers upon examining their technical
ability, interpretive sense, response
to direction and their physical and
emotional maturity. To qualif:Y. for
the Civic Ballet is indeed an
achievement of merit.
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What prompts a dancer to
audition, to be willing to commit
herself to such a demanding activity? The demands are rigid. A
member is expected to take a
specified number of hours of instruction plus a minimum of 21h
hour rehearsals per week. Extra rehearsals are called if deemed necessary by the executive director. In
addition to ability, physical endurance, concentrative powers, selflessness and the desire to perfect
are requisites of a Civic Ballet
dancer. What then are the rewards?
These are intangible, and have no
measure. Ballet is a means of selfexpression for an artist; it is an outlet for an overpowering urge to
dance; it is a teacher of grace and
beauty and, at the same time, a
demander of self-discipline; it is an
exhilarating opportunity to give of
one's self artistically for the enjoyment of others.
Since 1958 performances by the
local company have been presented
in Greenville each year and, in
1965, the Civic Ballet sponsored
the first state ballet festival. Companies from throughout North and
South Carolina performed in
McAlister Auditorium at Furman

University.
As proof of its growing appeal,
the Civic Ballet assists with the Miss
South Carolina Pageant, the South
Carolina Historical Society's
pageant and Little Theatre productions, and is in constant demand
not only in Greenville but in other
cities in and out of the state. It has
recently become federated with the
National Federation of Music Clubs
which offers additional support and
underwrites a scholarship fund.
It has enjoyed the distinction of
being publicized editorially and
pictorially in "Dance Magazine," a
national publication. Frequently
outstanding guest teachers have
taught master classes to the ballet
corps. Among them are Madame
Hilda Butsova, George Zoritch and
Stanley Zompakas.
To recognize the versatility and
ability of the Civic Ballet, one has
only to glance at its repertoire"Les Sylphides," "The Nutcracker," "The Museum,"
"Nuances," "State Fair." Many
other original ballets comprise their
programs. Plans are underway to
present "Red Shoes" in March of
1969.
The executive board of the ballet
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company is comprised of 12 ardent
men and women who handle the
affairs of the group. It is a working
board without whose zeal goals
thus far realized could not have
been attained.
However, if one name could lead
all the rest, it would have to be that
of Executive Director Doris S.
McClellan. She is the real progenitor, the true protagonist of this
drama of the dance. Her years of
training were under Madame
Albertina Rasch, Chester Hale,
Louis Chalif and the master showman of this era, Ned Wayburn. She
danced with the Chester Hale group
at the Capital Theater during his
tenure there. Upon moving to
Greenville in 1947, Doris established the School of Ballet, which
today draws students from many
outlying towns. She returns to New
York each year for refresher
courses, recently studying with
Frances Chalif, daughter of the late
Louis Chalif, and at the National
Ballet Academy of New York City.
Recognized as one of the outstanding teachers of classical ballet in the
South, she continually reaps
accolades for her choreography. In
addition to choreographing for the
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School of Ballet and The Civic
Ballet, for the past five years she
has served as choreographer for the
Miss South Carolina pageant, and
on several occasions for the Greenville Little Theatre musicals. A
charming diminutive brunette she is
an asset to her community as she
gives so generously of her time and
talent. She is ballet mistress, choreographer, costume and scenic designer, disciplinarian and comforter-a veritable Mother Superior to
those whom she instructs.
The Civic Ballet is her child,
nursed and cherished in its infancy,
guided so ably and with such pride
in its growing years and, hopefully,
never weaned from her.
With endless labor and vitality
the Civic Ballet performs, continually striving for greater perfection,
fired with ambition, drive and vision and filled with hope for the
future.
On December 12, at 8:15 p.m. in
Greenville Memorial Auditorium,
one will have the privilege of seeing
the Civic Ballet at its best when it
presents "The Nutcracker," a
classic ballet in two acts, based on
E.T.A. Hoffman's tale "The Nu~
cracker and the Mouse King."
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CHRISTMAS AT GREENPOINT

ell, the old mill closed down
on us Tuesday night at 6 p.m.
for the rest of the week, so as
to give us a holiday for Christmas,
which came this year on December
the 25th inst. And so when I came
out of the shop and started home it
was sunset, and all back to the west
was the prettiest I ever did see, with
the sky all red and gold and sorty
mingly like and the old Blue Ridge
Mountains standing out blue and
cold, and I knew that we were in
for some sort of weather by Christmas.
That morning when I got up I
told Mrs. Goodloe that we were
going to have a change in the
weather by the way my old joints
hurt and popped and she said she
hoped it would hold off till after
the children all got in for Christmas, and I said I did, too.
You see, all our children are
grown up and gone now. Mary, our
oldest girl, is teaching school way
down in the lower part of the state,
and she wrote us that her bough, or
bow, whichever it is, was coming to
bring her home in his auto. Then
Ruth, our next girl, is married to a
Methodist preacher, and they are
preaching way out in Alabama, and
they have two of the cutest little
grandchildren I ever saw, and we
were sure looking for them for we
haven't seen them since last Christmas on account of him being a
Methodist preacher and not having
any money.
Then the boys are in business

W
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By EPH GOODWE
and they all get home on Christmas
Eve and we have a reunion and
several other things about that
time.
Well, when I got home Mrs.
Goodloe was just taking out the last
cake and as soon as I got washed up
she called me in to see them. She
surely did have a fine mess of them,
too. She had Chockerlate and
Cariemel and Jelly and Fruit, both
white and black, and Lemon cake,
and two just plain cakes. You
know, I never could understand
why it is that at Christmas we all
have to haul off and try to eat ourselves to death. I bet most of the
deaths that die along about January
first of each year are on account of
eating too much at Christmas. You
take old stummucks that have not
had anything all the year except
plain feed and suddenly you lam
them full of cake and pie and cranberries and turkey and dressing and
mashed potatoes and candied potatoes and nuts and reasons and such
like and it just simply scares the tar
out of them and they lay down and
die on your hands.
So we sat down to supper and I
saw that Mrs. G. had her hair all
frizzed up and I knew that something was going to happen and so
she said that she hoped I had not
forgot that tonight was the night
for us to go to the church and decerate and practice the Christmas
Anthums and I said no, I had not
forgot, but I had, and so as soon as
I got shaved and changed my shurt

and she had bathed the dishes and
sorter primped up herself we lit out
and there was a lot of other folks
going, too, some to the Methodist
and some to the Baptist Church, for
we both have Christmas trees on
Christmas Eve night. We use to have
them on separate nights, but so
many folks got to repeating on us
till we have to have them the same
night and now it nearly runs the
Presbyterians crazy trying to decide
which one to go to as they do not
have any church here. So when we
got to the church they had the old
stove red hot and it was kinder
shimmying all over and the crowd
was there at work, and old Bill
Frisbee was there and he sure was
having a time, dadgum his old hide!
I never did like old Bill. He's one of
these here old flirts. Althugh 6
months ago his poor old wife worked herself into a streak of paralysis
or something and died and since
then old Bill has been trying to setup to every girl in Greenpoint and
ain't got sence enough to see that
they all are making fun of him, but
thinks they are all crazy about him.
And so there he was all swelled out
and the girls all running up to him
to ast his advice about things and so
they had just about got all the
wreaths and streamers made out of
cedar and holly and popped pop
corn and they were ready to fasten
them up so they wanted one fixed
right over the pulpit to the ceiling
and they got the step ladder and ast
for someone to go up and fasteen it
Sandlapper

and before any of the young men
could say a word out hopped old
Bill and grabbed the wreath and the
hammer and filled his mouth full of
tacks and started up the ladder and
just as he started to make the first
stroke the old ladder bucked on
him, just like I was hoping and
praying it would and down came
Bill, wreath, hammer and all, and
old Bill lit on the top of the organ
and broke off about 25 or 30 little
doo-dads off the organ and about
the same number off hisself and the
old wreath fell down over his head
and the hammer hit old Aunt Jane
Preasley in the head and knocked
her cold and the ladder hit the
stove pipe and knocked it down
and the fire was shooting up about
6 feet high and you never saw such
a mess in your life.
Well, we got old Bill down off
the organ and then he diclosed the
fact that he had swallowed the
tacks he had in his mouth and so
we carried him out to the front
steps and left him out there in the
cool breeze trying to cough up the
tacks, and so we went on back and
got things straightened out again
and then Miss Electa Weeks, our
organder and choir leader, said we
had better run over the Christmas
Anthum and so the choir got
together.
There was Miss Iona Ford, Miss
Amazing Grace Smith and Mrs. Bill
Jones on the soprano; Old Miss
Tibitha Ticklewood and Mrs. Goodloe on the alto; Jack Snelling and
old Bill Friesbee (who had coughed
up about half his tacks by now) on
the tenner, and Bub Hanksby and
me on the baste, and so we all got a
piece of the music and sailed in on
that Anthun. It was called Christmas Anthun No. 5. Well, all I've got
to say about that Christmas Anthun
No. 5 is that the fellow that wrote
it up was, and still is a nut. There
wasn't a thing to it but a lot of
hallerlujiahs and amens. The soprano started off the hallerlujian and
after they had just about hallerlujahed themselves to death the alto
took it up and when they done the
same thing quite a spell the tenners
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got to hallerjuring like a man with
hiccups and they were all of them
going it and then the baste got to
amening and amend all over the
upper end of the school district and
then the thing stopped and it was
one of the biggest messes I ever
heard. I told old Bub Hanksby his
baste sounded like old lady Dillings'
cow and Bub got mad an' said mine
sounded worsn hell, which I do not
think he ort to have said in the
church, and so Miss Electra said
that Christmas Anthun No. 5 would
require more time and we would
practice it all next year and get it
ready for next Christmas, and so we
fell back on the old stand-bys, 0
Little Town, While Shepherds
Watched, There's a Song in the Air,
and etc., which are the sweetest and
prettiest songs that ever has been
written or sung or that ever will be
either, and so we all went home
then; the women folks in front all
talking about the new preacher and
his wife and we old fellows along
behind smoking and talking, and so
up at Smith's corner we all disbanded and old Bill said he believed he'd
go by old Dr. Tatum's and see what
old Doc could do about the tacks
he hadn't got up and so we all went
home just as the old mill clock
struk 10 p.m. December 23, 1930.
Well, it didn't seem like we had
hardly got in bed till Mrs. Goodloe
had me up again to help her getthings fixed. First I had to go down
in the cellar and bring up the old
cot and take it up in the hallway
upstairs for some of the boys to
sleep on, and of course going down
the cellar steps I had to run into a
lot of jelly and mamalaid and chowchow that Mrs. G. had set out on
the cellar steps and so I fell all over
the place and got jelly and stuff all
over me and broke 4 or 5 jars of the
stuff and skinned one perfectly
good shinn all the way up as far as
it went and if it hadn't been Christmas and children all coming home I
would have sailed in and cussed
everything out and Mrs. G. would
have got mad and said I done it on
purpose, but as it was I limped back
up stairs and Mrs. G. got a wrag and

wiped most of the mess off, and the
rest in, and then got the iodine and
fixed up the old shinn so as I could
make out with it for awhile and so
we both laughed fit to kill about it
all, which shows what a blessed
thing Christmas is anyhow.
Well, after we got the house all
set, Mrs. G. had me to kill two hens
and a ruster and one ham and she
put the hens and ruster on in the
kitchen and took the ham out behind the garage and made a fire
under the wash pot and put me out
there to see that the ham didn't
stick to the pot, and I hadn't been
out there but a few minutes before
along comes old Pat Murphey and
his wife Kate, all dolled up and
going to the county seat to their
church.
You see, Pat and Kate are Catherlicks--the only ones we have in
this village and though they have a
mighty funny religion there ain't no
better folks ever lived than old Pat
and his wife, and no body ever gets
sick or in trouble here in Greenpoint that they ain't there to help
all they can. Old Pat says he has to
go to church once in ever so often
to confess his meanness to the
priest, which is why I am glad that I
am not a Catherlick as the priest
would have me locked up sure, and
I would be ashamed to let him or
anybody else know all my meanness-I'm almost ashamed for the
dear, good Lord to know it, sometimes.
Well, then along comes George
Waters, our next door neighbor.
Well, I got to bragging to George
about the fine little grandchildren
coming in that evening, and I seen
old George's eyes fill up with tears
and I seen right away that I had
said the wrong thing. You see,
George and Sue, his wife, never had
but one child, little Paul. He surely
was a fine little fellow, too, tho he
never was right strong. They lived
right next to us and the little fellow
use to come over to our house
nearly every day and he'd sit out on
the steps with me in the evening
and talk his baby talk to me and his
big blue eyes would just glisten and
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he'd tell me of things that had
happened and I'd look at his pale
little face and wish that he had
more blood in his vanes than he did
have, and most every day I'd see
him sitting there on his back porch
watching for his daddy at noon and
so along about the middle of August
little Paul got sick one day and by
Sunday morning he was dead and it
sure did break me all up, too, for I
had got use to the little fellow, but
what it did to me was nothing to
what it did to George and Sue. It
like to have run them crazy. And so
when I thought about it all I tried
to change off on something else, ·
but George, just had to tell somebody and so he said that the
thought of Christmas coming was
about to ruin him and Sue. He said
he got to thinking about last Christmas when little Paul was just three
years old and how happy they all
were and he would never forget
how on Christmas morning the
little fellow got up and saw that
Old Santa had come and left him a
little red wagon and a boy doll and
a book and how, as he stood there
looking at it all, he just trembled all
over like he was having a chill and
how they dressed him in the little
britches that Mrs. Goodloe had
made for him out of one of my old
ones, and how happy and proud
they all were.
And then, George said, late that
evening he took the little fellow out
for a little walk and as they were
coming back home and turned into
the gate little Paul throwed his thin
little arms around George's neck
and kissed him and said I loves my
daddy, and poor old George just
busted and had to leave and I stood
out there and shed enough t ears
into that pot to pickle that old ham
for life, and I said to myself, well, it
certainly does take a whole lot of
joy, sorrow, happiness, misery,
laughter and tears all mixed up together to make out a life.
So along about 3 p .m. in comes
Mary and her bough. He was a fine,
humble, meek looking fellow and
acted like he was scared to death.
Every time I made a move he kind-
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er drawed up like he was expecting
a swift kick or some other form of
assault and battery. We went out in
the front room and then Mary and
her Ma went up stairs to straighten
things out and me and the bough
was left to entertain each other and
I done my best. I remarked in his
presence about 18 times that we
certainly was having a plumb pretty
spell of mighty nice open weather
at this time (tho it was looking
right then like it was going to start
snowing any minute), and he said
1 7 times that we certainly did have

down in Alabama.
Well, it wasn't long till we were
all sitting down to supper-and
home again. And say, boy, that was
the best Christmas present anybody
could have bought me with a million dollars-with those boys and
girls of mine and those blessed little
old grand-children and Mary's
bough all sitting around that old
dining table that they had been
raised on and all well and hearty
and happy. And how we did all
laugh and talk and told jokes on
each other about things that hap-

-Silhouettes by carew Rice.

a mightly cozy little village and
outside of those few, well chosen
remarks, we didn't get anywhere,
and I reckon we'd been going on
that way till now if the bough
hadn't got all excited and mixed up
and hauled off and said my piece
about the weather which left me
nothing else to say.
Well, just about dusk up drove
Ruth and her folks in the old Ford
and it was hitting on about 2 cyl.
and the steam was just a boiling out
and all of them covered with mud
but mighty happy and Ruth looked
mighty nice in her new clothes and
the grandchildren looked like little
angels all dolled up in their sweaters
and new caps, but I noticed Ruth's
husband didn't have any new
clothes and his old hat looked like
it had fought thro' the Civil War,
and I knew right straight that things
had been sorter tight with them

pened years ago, and Mary's bol!_gh
got to where he could swallow soft
food without chocking up, for
which I was mighty thankful. And
so after supper and after we had got
things done up we all lit out to the
church and when we got there
everything was about to begin and
the ·church was full and it surely did
look nice with all the wreaths and
fixings and the Christmas tree all
decerated up with electric doodads, and so we all sang the
Anthuns and the preacher made a
mighty nice talk about the first
Christmas Anthun that the angels
sung two thousand years ago, and
he said that if we would only keep
our hearts right and our ears cleaned out we could still hear that
Anthun of peace and goodwill ringing through the earth and just
about the time he finished in comes
Bubber Hill, old Mrs. Hill's half-wit
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son just abawling because some of
the bad boys out in front of the
church had told him old Santa
Claus wasn't coming this Christmas
on account of having the jake paralysis, or something, and we had to
call off the extrasizes till we got
him pacified and then we give out
the presents and most everybody
got one or more. Old Bob Jones got
the same mustache cup he had got
for the past 20 years. The old cup
has certainly held out well. The
preacher got 4 testaments, 16 handkerchiefs, 2 ties, a bottle of beet
pickles and a peck of dried peaches.
I got 2 ties, a pair of socks, 1
testament and something done up
in a paper and so after all the presents was give out we all stood and
sang "It Came Upon a Midnight,"
and so we went home and when we
got out of the church it was snowing a little and so we all went home
and I opened the bundle I got off
the tree and it was a pair of knit
bedroom slippers that poor old
blind Aunt Sallie Peaseley had knitted for me with her own hands.
Say, that sure did make me feel
mighty humble and the Lord knows
I did appreciate them, but there
never was a foot created that would
fit them slippers or them slippers
fit, either...They were knitted and
sewed onto a pasteboard soul and
the heel part run out in front and .
the main entrance was right in the
center and all you had to anchor
them to your leg with was a puckering string, and so while I would not
have been found dead in the woods
with them on, yet I surely did
appreciate old Aunt Sallie making
them for me.
Well, after so long a time we got
the grandchildren off to bed and
then the rest of the folks kinder
gave out of anything else to say and
they went to bed and left just me
and the two little stockings hanging
on the mantle piece in the room,
and so I put on my old hat and
went out in the yard to look
around like I always do, and it was
snowing to beat the band and I
stood out beside the garage and
watched her come down and I
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thought how well the good Lord
had treated me the past year, and I
was thankful for it, too. I was
thankful that we were all at home
together again, well and hearty and
broke...Well, I knew I was getting
older and 1930 had been a hard
year on me, with money scarce and
my joints getting sorter stiff and
hurting lots and the old mill curtailing all over herself and me, too, but
still there was lots to be happy over
as I thought of them 11 cakes, 2
hens, 1 ruster and 1 ham all ready
to be eaten up tomorrow, to say
nothing of the cranberry sauce and
the dressing and gravy. And so I
went back to the house and stood
on the back steps just a moment
and I saw poor old George and Sue
come out on their back poarch and
they stood together and George had
his arm around Sue's waist and they
was both standing there looking
through the driving snow out toward old Bide-A-While cemetery
where, under a whitening mound,
their Christmas lay asleep. And so I
took off my old hat and I ast God
to please kinder soften the thing
down for George and Sue, and then
I wound it up with the prayer of
Tiny Little Tim: God Bless Us
Everyone, and then the old mill bell
struck the hour and it was 12
o'clock December 25th, 1930, and
it a snowing, and so I went to bed.
Reprinted by permission of copyright owner Mrs. Frances B. Bissell.

his homespun philosophy, quaintly
expressed through "the sage of the
mythical village, Greenpoint, S.C."
Pierre Fike wrote these words
about his friend: "While he was
never a towering figure around the
table where directors of great corporations meet, nor did the streets
of financial centers shake at his
tread, ...Clinton M. Bissell was
conspicuous in ranks, despite his
modesty and reticence .... His wit
was the kind that never left a raw
taste in the mouth." J.W. Tinsley
said of him: "His writings always
reminded me of the late Will Rogers
more than anyone else. He was a
mill executive, but would have
made a whale of a good columnist."
The works of Eph Goodloe were
widely circulated in Spartanburg
newspapers, and many national
publications sought in vain to induce him to devote more time to
his writings, which were judged by
R.L. DeYoung of "The Textile Tribune" to be "all good, and all too
few." De Young continued, "Some
of his stories, such as ['The Mother's Day Story' and] 'Christmas
at Greenpoint,' will yet become
famous. . . . His life was truly an
embodiment of one who 'can talk
with crowds and keep your virtue,
or walk with kings ...nor lose the
common touch.'"
"Old Chester,'' a beautiful brief
glimpse into the past, a masterpiece
of love, pathos and wit, contained
in its printing in "The Southern
Christian Advocate" (June
18,1931), a postscript by Clinton
Bissell which revealed his one
materialistic wish in an otherwise
unselfish life: for a bronze monument of a circuit rider and his horse
to be placed on the campus of
Wofford College.
Clinton M. Bissell saw beyond his
time, beyond his generation and,
even at his end, beyond this earth
into the gates of Heaven.
It remains for us only to read
and enjoy the wit and wisdom of a
rare and gifted South Carolinian.

Clinton M. Bissell was born in
Charleston in 1877, the son of a
Methodist circuit rider, J.C. Bissell,
and his wife, Sarah Bailey Bissell.
He spent his early boyhood in the
Low Country, but moved to Spartanburg at the age of 12, where he
spent the next 45 years living and
writing among the people of the
textile industry, to whom he dedicated his life. At the time of his
death Bissell was executive secretary of both Saxon and Chesnee
Mills.
Under the pseudonym, "Eph
Goodloe," he was beloved by thousands of readers in the Spartanburg Biographical material by Anna Shealy
area who recognized and admired Browning of Columbia.
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Robert G.Wilson

FULL-TIME KING-PART-TIME AMBASSADOR
By BETH ANN KLOSKY
herever he sets foot on foreign
soil, in Europe or Asia, Africa
or Australia, Japan, South
America or Hong Kong, he gets a
royal welcome. Minutes after he
steps off the plane the word goes
out: "Mr. Bob is here! Mr. Bob is
here!" And all up and down the
avenue, or in the dusty market
place, or on the Far East waterfront
cluttered with sampans and junks
the people pause to greet him.
There's much hand pumping, back
slapping, elaborate bowing or embracing- as the custom dictates-and it makes little difference that
he often can't understand a word
they say. Their smiling faces and
outstretched hands convey a message of friendship in any language
to this American.
Who is he? In the United States
he would be officially identified as
Robert G. Wilson of Greenville, inventor and manufacturer of "Barbecue King" commercial barbecue
equipment, and one of South Carolina's largest exporters. But on all
other continents of the world
where Barbecue King equipment is
distributed and sold, he is known as
"Our Mr. Bob" or the "King of
barbecue."
Amazing though his success in
the export business may be, it is
not all of the Bob Wilson story,
however. A giant of a man with a
twinkle in his eye, an infectious
smile, and a heart big enough to
match his six -feet, 250-pound
frame, Wilson is considered something of an enigma to those who
wonder where he gets such driving
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force and how he maintains his
hectic pace.
The truth of the matter is that
during the five or six years he's
been personally demonstrating Barbecue King equipment at international trade fairs, globe trotting

to the man-on-the-street, wherever
he may be, the truth about the
American way of life.
So effective has Wilson been in
"winning friends and influencing
people" that United States government officials and many of his
friends and business associates call
him the United States' unofficial
"roving ambassad or." He's also
been credited with forming a little
United Nations of his own.
Wilson smiles and shakes his head
over this, but those who have seen
him in action will tell you that such
recognition is deserved. He probably knows more ordinary citizens
on a friendly, first-name basis in
more countries of the world than
any other American, and his
friendships include many people behind the Iron Curtain.
Wilson has no illusions about
communism. He'll tell you right
quick that a leopard doesn't change
his spots and that the old saying,
"The way to a man's heart is
through his stomach," certainly
does not apply to the hard-cor e
The Barbecue King in Hong Kong.
Communist. However, his association with the food industry does
has become a way of life for give him one peculiar advantage.
Wilson, and he loves it-not just He's never encountered hostility or
because it has brought him fantastic difficulty in the Communist-ruled
success as an exporter but also countries he's visited, and when he
because his world-wide travels have leaves he's usually invited to return.
brought added purpose to his life.
Of course, Wilson is adept at pavNowhere but in America could a ing the way. Take, for instance, the
success story like Wilson's be time he was demonstrating Barbewritten. When you hear that story cue King equipment at an interyou begin to understand why he national trad e fair in Zagreb,
has taken unto himself a special Yugoslavia. On the electric rotismission- that of making friends serie 7 5 chickens were being barbewith as many of the peoples of the
world as possible and getting across Beth Klosky is from Anderson.
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cued a succulent brown. The delicious aroma was too enticing even
for President Tito to resist. As the
Yugoslav head of state stopped before the United States pavillion and
gazed in fascination at the rotating
chickens, a jovial voice boomed:
"Mr. President, I'd like to present
you with one of these Barbecue
Kings."
Tito's face lit up and he shook
hands cordially with Bob Wilson.
Wilson had been advised that he
could not expect_ to sell his machines in Yugoslavia because of the
nation's lack of foreign exchange,
but his giveaway paid off. The following day a government official
arrived with an order for 14 rotisseries and a letter from the Bank of
Yugoslavia authorizing payment.
During the course of his travels,
the South Carolinian has met many
heads of state and leaders in business and industry, but he seldom if
ever accepts social invitations from
members of the upper echelon.
What free time he has he prefers to
spend furthering his acquaintance
with ordinary working people, and
students and other young people.
He has a personality that attracts
people of any age. The reason: he
knows how to meet people on their
own level; he laughs and jokes a lot;
and his genuine interest in anyone
he meets shines through. While he
was in Yugoslavia, a youth of 19
whom he hired as an interpreter
wanted to take Wilson out to dinner. Wilson was flattered and
couldn't refuse, so he and the
young man, accompanied by
another student, had dinner at a
beautiful (and expensive) hillside
restaurant-the choice of the young
host. Wilson wanted to help pay the
bill, but the boys wouldn't hear of
it.
The Greenvillian recalls that it
was a most interesting evening. In
order to gauge the attitude of the
people he talks with, Wilson is in
the habit of asking a casual key
question: "Would you like to visit
America?" If the answer is a blunt
"no," it indicates to Wilson that
Communist brainwashing has had
December, 1968

its effect. But if the answer is
"maybe" or a definite "yes," it
means the mind is receptive and the
ear is willing to listen.
The young Yugoslav interpreter
turned out to be an exception to
this rule, however. Originally he
answered "no" to Wilson's key
question but, in the relaxed atmosphere of dinner, the youth's reserve
melted as Wilson told how he
achieved success, talked of how
American democracy works and of
the unlimited opportunities offered
in the free enterprise system. Before the evening was over, both
boys were enthusiastically making
plans to visit America as soon as
they completed their schooling. It
came as a surprise to the South
Carolinian when he learned later
that the young interpreter, who he
had thought was just a country lad,
was the son of one of the country's
top industrial figures.
It's within the ranks of the ordinary working class, though, that
Wilson is most anxious to get the
American story across. The working
people, he feels, are the "ones who
count most" when it comes to disproving Communist propaganda
and influencing public opinion. The
big man from Greenville is exceptionally qualified for the role of ·
United States emissary, for if ever
there were an American whose own
personal experience is "proof of the
pudding" when explaining the
benefits of a free society, it is
Robert G. Wilson.
Born on a farm near Gray Court,
South Carolina, Wilson got no
further than the 9th grade in his
formal education, There was always
plenty of work to be done on his
father's farm, and in those days
Wilson didn't realize the value of a
good education. (With his creative
mind, friends wonder what heights
he could have reached had he
finished high school and college.)
Even as a farm boy he was an outgoing person who liked people and
had a knack for making people like
him.
Like most youths he had a dream
of becoming a millionaire some day

and, although he didn't realize it at
the time, it was when he was a boy
of 13 that he encountered the first
signpost pointing in that direction.
Wilson's father frequently invited
his friends over for old-fashioned
barbecues, particularly on the
Fourth of July. The barbecued
meat was prepared in the old-time
way-cooking for long hours over
glowing coals in an open pit. Wilson
was often "stuck" with the job of
staying up at night to look after the
barbecue pit-a chore he dreaded
because he knew he'd be reprimanded if he fell asleep and let the
meat burn or the fire go out. During those nighttime watches, Wilson
got to thinking there ought to be a
better way to cook barbecue, and

In Zagreb, Yugoslavia, Wilson invites
President Tito to examine his barbecue
equipment.

he promised himself that some day
he would find it.
When young Wilson grew up he
left the farm and became a salesman, work for which he seemed to
have a natural talent. He traveled
many miles over the South, and so
far as the job went he did all right,
but his returns were never anything
outstanding. Always he had a sense
of impatience-a feeling that he had
what it took to go much further up
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Wilson chats with then Vice President Johnson at a Stockholm trade fair.

the ladder and to strike it rich some
day.
As he puts it: "After several
years of bumming around, I awoke
one morning in the winter of 1948
in Houston, Texas, and faced the
fact that I had been frittering away
my life. I decided the time had
come for me to change my ways
and really make something of
myself."
That very day as he walked
through downtown Houston he saw
a barbecue machine displayed in
the window of a restaurant company. Perhaps it was a glimmer of
the promise he had made to himself
years ago that prompted him. At
any rate, on some impulse he walked in to ask questions about the
equipment and was offered a job as
sales representative for the southeastern United States.
According to Wilson, they didn't
tell him that day in Houston that
the company had 500 of the machines on hand and couldn't sell or
give them away. In fact, they were
just about to be written off as a
loss. Perhaps it was just as well, for
Wilson paid for one of the machines
and, in good faith, loaded it on a
trailer and drove to Birmingham,
where a service station operator
agreed to let him display it on the
station property in return for
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Wilson's cooking him a barbecue.
Within a few days, business was
looking up. Wilson had sold 12 of
the machines and the company was
so pleased that it offered him half
the United States for his territory.
The South Carolinian eventually
sold close to 2,000 barbecue machines. By that time (it was during
the Korean War) the company was
unable to secure materials and
offered Wilson the basic patents.
But Wilson turned down the offer.
The machines were still fired by
charcoal, and Wilson had been experimenting with ways to build
better barbecue equipment. He had
some ideas for an electrical unit but
could get no one to build what he
had in mind. They didn't think it
would sell.
So in April 1954, Wilson decided
to do it himself. With a capital of
$5,000, most of it borrowed
money, he took over an old bicycle
shop and started to work building
his machine. The finished product
was an immediate success. Within
two months the first Barbecue King
machines were in production and
sales were beginning to climb. More
and more supermarkets, hotels and
restaurants placed orders as they
realized that not only had Wilson
invented a machine which would
produce a better barbecued pro-

duct, but it also merchandized its
own wares. Although there were
112 patents issued for so-called barbecue machines at the time the Barbecue King came into being,
Wilson's design was so successful
that it started an irreversible trend
which literally revolutionized the
barbecue market, first in the United
States and eventually on an international scale!
For most businessmen, the
thriving business in this new field
would have been the happy ending.
Not so with Wilson. He learned
through the Bureau of International
Commerce (BIC) of the United
States Department of Commerce
about the opportunities in export
trade for products that Americans
had never before thought of exporting. If his Barbecue King equipment
could go over so well in the United
States, why wouldn't it appeal to
other countries around the world
too, he reasoned. He started participating in exhibits at international
trade fairs and United States trade
center shows at various points of
the globe. The response was electrifying and, to date, he has personally demonstrated his equipment at
some 30 fairs and shows in far-flung
countries.
Wilson well remembers his experience at the first trade fair he
attended. It was in 1962 in Cairo,
where about 60 foreign countries
were represented. Wilson and his
Barbecue King were ensconced at
one end of a small wooden building
where he turned out thousands of
barbecued chickens. These were
served by the piece to the public at
the other end of the building. Most
of the people had never heard of,
much less tasted, barbecued chicken; but after a few hearty souls had
tried it, word of its palate-tickling
flavor spread like wildfire. Natives
descended upon the building en
masse, steam-rollering their way in
to get at the chicken and literally
taking the building apart. Wilson
was forced to halt his demonstration for two days until the building
could be repaired. After that, he
cooked chickens all day long, but
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offered them for sale only two
hours each day.
Then there was the time he was
demonstrating equipment at a trade
fair in Djakarta, Indonesia. Such
was the international appeal of
Wilson's barbecued product that
visitors to the exhibit waited in line
for four hours to buy barbecued
chickens at prices which, in American currency, would range from
$10 to $13 per chicken! It was
necessary to call out the guards to
keep the crowds under control.
Not all of Wilson's most memorable experiences took place in
foreign lands, however. One of the
highlights of his company's history
was the time a number of years ago
when Wilson was displaying his
machines at a national convention
in Washington, D.C. While he was
explaining the operation, a man
separated himself from his party
and came over to watch. Keenly
interested in the Barbecue King
machine, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, also a one-time farm
boy, asked how it worked. Wilson
showed him, and later presented
the President with a machine and
prepared Eisenhower's first meal on
it in the White House. He later
returned to Washington to serve the
cabinet a barbecue repast from the
President's machine.
Another one-time farm boy, President Lyndon B. Johnson, has also
exhibited much interest in Wilson's
marvelous machine. While Johnson
was vice president, Wilson met him
at an international trade fair in
Sweden and was called upon to explain the operation of his machine
to the man who was destined to
later become the chief resident of
the White House.
As one can well imagine, since
Bob Wilson's business has broadened to encompass the globe, he has
rolled up millions of miles in air
travel. From the rented 18- by
70-foot building the company started with in 1954, the home plantlocated off S.C. 291 by-pass two
miles from downtown Greenville-has expanded to 70,000 square feet
of manufacturing space, with two
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additional buildings totaling 15,000
square feet. A separate plant is
devoted exclusively to the process
of Teflon coating the now widely
diversified line, which includes machines for baking and roasting as
well as barbecuing. Roast beef can
be sliced as it is being cooked to
suit the individual taste--whether it
be rare, medium or well done.
Mouthwatering breads and pastries
are another popular product of his
machines.
Wilson is always experimenting
with new ideas and, like most inventors, keeps rather unusual work
hours. He's up before the sun and
at his office sometimes by 4:00
a.m. He's ready to call it a day by
the middle of the afternoon and
most of the time he's in bed by
7:00 p.m. But he doesn't go to
sleep then. While resting in bed
from seven until about eleven, he
thinks up new ideas and innovations, designs them in his mind and,
early the next morning, hurries
down to his office to draw them up
on paper.
Typical of these brain storms is
the patented device which provides
the hickory-smoked flavor to the
meat barbecued in his machines.
This thermostat-controlled device
holds a small disk of hickory wood
which, when placed in the machine,
is heated to just the right degree to
give off the exact amount of fragrance for flavoring the meat.
Wilson is now field testing a pressure fryer, similar to the old pressure oven, which will fry chicken
and other meats to the perfect
degree of tenderness, and his latest
project is the development of an
atomic oven. He has to have a new
project going all the time.
Wilson's record of growth in the
field of international trade has been
an inspiration to other aspiring but
more cautious small business owners. Within seven years his original
operation in Greenville was expanded to include plants in several different parts of the world. The first
of these, established in England in
1961, has since had several major
expansions. The second went up in

Rotterdam, in 1964; the third in
Johannesburg, in 1965; and the
fourth in Tokyo, in 1967. Some
40,000 machines have been turned
out in the United States alone. That
number is being matched by overseas plants, with sales in 65 foreign
countries climbing steadily. The
German Airline and Swiss Air now
use the machines for food served on
their planes.
From the very beginning Wilson
took to his life as an exporter like a
duck takes to water. He makes two
around-the-world trips each year,
checking on his plants and contacting distributors. At least two other
times a year he visits his plants in
England and Holland; thus he now
spends a good part of his time out
of the United States. But he's learned to wrap up a lot of business in
an amazingly short length of time.
He recently returned from a whirlwind business trip that took him to
England, Holland, Germany,
Switzerland, South Africa, Libya,
Greece, Spain and Italy, all in a period of 17 days. He also travels
widely over the United States,
where he is in much demand as a
lecturer. Because of the success he
has achieved from his broad participation in international trade fairs
Operations of the Greenville-based company have become practically worldwide.
-Photo by James G. Wilson.
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and his genuine interest in assisting
other small manufacturers to develop export trade, he is frequently
called upon to speak before
councils, export clinics and other
meetings.
Wilson has served two terms, by
appointment of the United States
Secretary of Commerce, on the
Regional Export Expansion
Council. In 1964 he was presented
on behalf of his company the
coveted President's "E" Award for
excellence in exporting American
products. It was the first such
honor to be bestowed upon a South
Carolina manufacturer. Also, in
May of 1964, he received his home
town's highest award as the outstanding industrialist of the year.
Philanthropist as well as industrialist, Wilson has helped many
boys and girls through college by
providing them with scholarships.
Though he himself was a school
dropout, he encourages all young
people to get a college education.
( He wishes he had realized the
importance of this when he was
young.) Currently, he is underwriting expenses for six college
students-the number runs from six
to eight each year. He is also
generous in his financial support of
various colleges, his church and
other local institutions. It was
Wilson who donated the rotating
mechanism for the restaurant, Top
of Carolina, located on Capstone
House of the University of South
Carolina. He acquired it from an
exhibit at the New York World's
Fair. A plaque in Capstone House, a
modern, high-rise dormitory,
recognizes Wilson for his "vital and
continuing interest in higher
education."
His favorite good deeds, however, are those which are performed
anonymously, and these you can
learn about only through word of
mouth. He has helped many
families through financial crises.
Frequently, he's known to lend a
helping hand by giving people jobs
or finding jobs for them. The full
extent of Bob Wilson's philanthropic acts and . the thoughtful cour56

tesies he has extended over the
years to "just people" will probably
never be known. But then he prefers it that way.
Although Wilson's principal
hobby is obviously barbecuing, he
does have other outlets. A flower
enthusiast, he indulges this interest
by puttering around his greenhouse
on the five-acre Wilson estate located on East Ferris Road extension.
He likes the old~fashioned flowers
best. Another more recent interest
is car racing. For the last two years
he has attended sometimes as many
as three stock car races a week
when he is at home. He doesn't like
to attend movies or watch television.
Wilson never married, and his
modern, sprawling house-complete
with swimming pool and arti&tically
landscaped grounds-is built on a
slope beside a fishing lake and is
presided over by his sister, who
lives there with her husband and
serves as Bob's hostess and housekeeper. At Christmas, in particular,
the Wilson home is a beautiful sight
to see. Wilson goes in extensively
for outdoor Christmas decorations-his way of calling attention
to the meaning of Christmas and
the hope of Christians throughout
the world. The Star of Bethlehem
high in the trees shines behind the
house. At one side, near the
swimming pool, a large Christmas
tree decorated in red lights stands
out in relief and, down by the lake,
the Nativity Scene and red-robed
choir boys-bathed in a soft glow of
light-cast their reflections in the
mirror-like water. So spectacular is
the scene that many people from
other parts of the state make
special trips to Greenville to see it.
It is probably no coincidence
that December has been chosen as
the month when Wilson holds his
annual sales meeting and cooking
school for Barbecue King distributors and representatives from
throughout the world. They will
gather here this December to work
together in a common cause, to
discuss their problems, to iron out
misunderstandings and to get to

know and better understand those
from other countries. In the
company's delicatessen on S.C. 291
by-pass near the plant-established
primarily as a testing ground for the
machines and for training company
salesmen, but also open to the
public-they will learn of the latest
developments in the line, sample
products cooked in the marvelous
machines and receive instructions
on cooking, the Barbecue King
way.
There'll be a lot of humor injected into Bob Wilson's pep talks, like
the gimmick he once used to enco ur age his salesmen in this
country. A leaflet picturing Wilson
in Arab dress and entitled "Selling
on the Sahara" presented these
pungent comments:
"In Cairo now they have a new
leader to replace President Nasser.
He's 'Ali-Baba-Cue' to the Arabs,
but underneath the robe he's Barbecue King's Bob Wilson! Mounted on
a camel Wilson rode through the
desert like a wind-storm. When the
dust had cleared, the Arabs had
eaten 10,000 barbecued chickens.
Wilson had sold 10 machines in one
day, and he left a distributor who
has shaken up the Pyramids and has
orders for 20 more Barbecue Kings!
"Wilson's comment when he hit
American soil: 'If I can sell in the
Sahara, vm.y in the name of Allah
can't our distributors sell more in
good old U.S.A.?"
Seriously speaking, Wilson's
advice to his co-workers is: "Be
honest. When you have a good
piece of merchandise you can tell
the truth about it." Wilson's motto,
a paraphrase of a Bible teaching, is:
"Sell unto other people as you
would sell unto yourself."
Perhaps that is why he has become an institution at international
trade fairs. And perhaps, too, he
has something when he says that
trade fairs are the best way to prevent the spread of communism.
"They give people in other parts of
the world the chance to learn first
hand more about America and to
glimpse the fruits of life as it can be
lived in a free society."
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CHRISTMAS TREES
FROM DRIFTWOOD
by
Marilyn Nelson

~
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What does one do with

a scrawny
piece of driftwood that a dear friend
brings back as a vacation souvenir?
Some obligingly put it on display in
their houses. A few brave souls throw it
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A Christmas Tree
From this?

out. Others put it in the attic and
forget it. This is just what Mrs. T.M.
Nelson of Greenville did, but fate
had other plans for the derelict
driftwood.
Last year Mrs. Nelson was scheduled to entertain for a club meeting
the first week in December. This
final gathering of the year is
customarily a Christmas party.
However the date presented an
obstacle as the hostess feared a traditional green tree might die before
the yuletide was complete, if it
were placed in a heated house so
early. As she was pondering possibilities for unique decorations that
would last a month, the driftwood
in the attic came to mind.
She cleaned the ash-colored old
limb which a neighbor, Mrs. W.D.
Workman (mother of the present
editor of the Columbia "State,"
newspaper) had brought from Pawley's Island 14 years before, mounted it on a sturdy piece of board,
inserted pieces of aluminum wire
for branches and draped a piece of
green felt around the base. This
mod-shaped object still bore scant
resemblance to a Christmas tree
until Mrs. Nelson began to adorn it
with handmade ornaments.
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To make the ornaments she
covers a styrofoam sphere with
luxurious materials such as velvet,
satin and lame. The cloth is cut on
the bias into four- or six-point oval
pieces which are attached to the
ball with a multitude of straight
pins. The seams and pins are then
covered with braid or ribbon which
is also pinned on. Then the final decor at ions of pearl, sequins, old
jewelry and whatever is on hand are
pinned to the styrofoam.
Loops to hang the balls from the
branches are made by using a short
piece of round braid or narrow rickrack with a knot tied in each end
for the pin to stick through. Corsage pins make good axes.
Made of used material each ball
is original and has its own story.
One small green orb is dotted with
beads from a Mardi Gras throw.
Several balls of various sizes are
bespangled with teen-age jewelry
discarded by her grown children.
Each fashion craze has its own style
of chapeau that will look unstylish
the next season. Now these hats
have found a permanent place in
the world. Their baubles made excellent designs on solid materials.
One spectacular ball was covered

with gold lame, then was crossed
and encircled with glossy ribbons
from the golden wedding gifts Mrs.
Nelson's parents, Mr. & Mrs. J.H.
Courtney of Trenton, received in
1954. This is not the only family
memento among the ornaments.
Her mother wore a beaded dress to
the decorator's wedding more than
35 years ago. The dress has· long
since gone to the moths, but the
beads furnish radiance to several
mauve and purple balls.
The tree would not capture the
true Christmas spirit if it had no
international flavor. One regal globe
is covered with purple velvet and
emblazoned with golden links and
squares which originally adorned a
cummerbund from Iran. A silver
orb was inspired by a surplus of
beads on a necklace from the
Mexican mining capital of Taxco.
Half the fun of decorating the
ornaments comes from the original. ity it inspires. No sooner does she
finish one than she conceives an
idea for another design. And each
Christmas will find refreshing new
additions to Mrs. Nelson's tree and
those of many friends.
Marilyn Nelson is from New Orleans.
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urely, one of God's small miracles-wrought each year with
little notice in a modern-day,
world-is a magnificent red "flower" that mysteriously bursts into
a blaze of glory in early December.
This beautiful "mystery flower" of
ancient religious significance is
known throughout the United
States as the Christmas flower.
However, it is neither native to this
country nor is it actually a flower,
but a remarkable plant phenomenon that botanists have never
been fully able to explain.
The plant is the poinsettia pulcherrima, named in honor of Joel
R. Poinsett, the early South Carolina statesman who "discovered"
and introduced it to the United
States during the early part of the
19th century. Since the 1820s,
when Poinsett took note of the
plant while serving as the first
United States Minister to Mexico
and forwarded specimens to
Charleston, the poinsettia has
enjoyed popularity in its adopted
land, thriving well out-of-doors in
semi-tropical regions and growing
indoors in colder climates. The
poinsettia might never have been
seen in the United States but for
one of our native sons; thus, South
Carolina proudly claims the poinsettia as this state's contribution to
the nation.
Although little information is
available on its natural environment, the native habitat of the
poinsettia is said to be in the shady,
moist regions of Mexico and Central America. Common also in the
Bahamas, the Bermudas and, in
fact, anywhere below the frost line,
it is a plant of many names: Easter
flower in South America; Pastora in
Costa Rica; lobster flower and
Mexican flame leaf in Mexico; and
Christmas flower in many parts of
the world.
The plants are especially hardy in
Central America, where they grow
about the native huts although they
receive little or no care and much
abuse. One of the poinsettia's many
mysteries is its ability to survive in
the dry, barren highlands of Guate-
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POINSETTIA
PULCHERRI~IA
By

BETH ANN KWSKY

mala where the soil is poor and
arid. The plant's significance in
early religious ceremonies was never
established, but it is known to have
been used by the Indians to decorate their shrines.
The peculiarity of the poinsettia
is that its beauty is in the leaves
rather than in the flower. The brilliant crinum are, in reality, leaves or
bracts surrounding unusual flowers.
They rise from within a little cup,
outside of which is a conspicuous
gland that secretes nectar. The coloration of the leaves is the phenomenon of the plant. As the blossoms appear, the leaves undergo a
magical transformation, turning
from green to a rich, velvety red.
The best-known story concerning
the poinsettia comes from Mexico.
It is said to have happened on

Christmas Day in the little church
of Father Clemente near a remote
Mexican village. As was the custom,
the children of the village gathered
in the church early Christmas morning, bringing their gifts to place
before the manger. The people of
the village were poor and the
children's gifts were humble,
though made with loving hands.
Little Pablo's gift was the poorest of all. He had nothing at home
with which to fashion a gift, so he
brought a stalk of dusty leaves that
he found growing by the roadside.
When the other children saw
Pablo's wretched gift, they laughed
and jeered. Father Clemente sternly
reproached them and, taking the
leaves from the miserable Pablo,
gently placed them among the
other gifts before the manger.
Then as the good Father began to
pray, a strange thing happened. As
the rays of the rising sun slanted
through the windows of the church
and shone upon the manger scene,
Pablo's gift was suddenly transformed.
"Look, Father, look what has
happened to Pablo's gift!" the
astonished children cried and, as
Father Clemente raised his head
and gazed at the manger, he was
struck with awe. For no longer was
Pablo's gift to the Christ Child a
stalks of dusty leaves. It was now a
beautiful red Christmas flower.
It may have been this enchanting
legend that first drew Joel Poinsett 's attention to the unusual
plant, but undoubtedly it was his
keen interest in botany that
prompted the South Carolinian to
send specimens to Charleston and
later to Philadelphia for examination and testing. Certainly he
could not have realized, then, that
through his interest the poinsettia
would eventually become one of
the most prized plants in America.
Nor could he have foreseen that
today wherever it spreads the hope
and cheer of Christmas, it also
spreads a bit of South Carolina's
early history, with which it is
closely linked.
Beth Ann Klosky is from Anderson.
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Piazza 52 Boutique

High Fashion
Low Country

the

By JOYCE W. MILKIE

D

ean Hall, deserted, forlorn and neglected, moved
20 miles down the road. It did much more than
that. It moved 243 years and into the 20th century to find a bright new face-and a gay young
future.
At a time when many of the elegant old mansions,
the handsome old homes, are being tom down to
make way for "progress," one of South Carolina's
oldest buildings, originally known as Dean Hall when
it was built around 1725, has become the "Piazza 52
Boutique" and has reared its handsome old head in
pride under the loving restoration of Mrs. Robert S.
Solomon of Moncks Corner.
Mrs. Solomon, wife of a prominent physician, was
a professional fashion and photographer's model prior
to her marriage. For years, she had wanted to start a
high fashion boutique and thought a restored old
home would be just the thing- if only she could find
one suitable.
Dr. Solomon came in from a hunting trip around
Cypress Gardens one day and told her he thought
he'd found her "special" house. She took one look,
and even with the evidence of years of neglect, the
vines hiding the facade and the weeks growing inside
the house, Mrs. Solomon thought so, too.
It took about two years from first sight to first day
of the Piazza Boutique, and they were years of
setbacks, fires and frustration, but Mrs. Solomon and
her busy workmen perservered under the supervision
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Eighteenth-century Dean Hall was moved
from near Cypress Gardens to Moncks
Corner-20 miles into the 20th century.

For the downstairs salesroom, even the original brick floor
and walls were moved from the old site.

Chic fashions are cleverly blended with 18th century
antiques in the gracious old home.
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-Photo by David Decker.

The third-floor sitting room-for husbands-has unusual set-in windows.

of H.A. DeCosta of Charleston.
Except for some damage to windows on the third floor, all the
paneling, beams, flooring, etc., are
original. The windows damaged by
fire were rebuilt by DeCosta. The
fire, early in the restoration of the
building, was caused by a faulty
chimney. It damaged the roof and
sections of the upper walls but, discouraging as this was, proved to be
only a temporary setback.
The first item in establishing her
shop, Mrs. Solomon found, was to
move the old house from the site
on which it had rested for years.
Built by Sir Alexander Nesbitt, the
house is the oldest frame plantation
house on the west branch of the
Cooper River. It was named Dean
Hall after the Nesbitt family estates
in Scotland. Sir Alexander, a prominent planter, slave trader and
merchant, is now buried in St.
Philip's Churchyard in Charleston.
The residence of the Nesbitt
family for over 100 years, Dean
Hall was acquired by William
Carson in 1821 and its fortunes
began to go downhill. Relegated to
slave overseer's use, it never again
regained its former glory. Benjamin
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Kittredge purchased the plantation woman and knowledgeable in the
in the early 1900s and used the field of fashion, has succeeded
house for a business office as he admirably in displaying the latest in
developed the famous Cypress chic fashions cleverly blended with
Gardens where the house was the 18th-century elegance of the
gracious old home.
located.
In 1967, intrigued by its beauty,
Handsome antique pieces,
its history-and its availability- Dr. armoires, wardrobes and chests
and Mrs. Solomon moved it, lock, hold lingerie, dresses, shoes, bags
stock and brick foundation, the and all things dear to the heart of a
long 20 miles down the road to Old woman.
House Tract, Fairlawn Barony, on
A native of Chattanooga, Mrs.
S.C. 52 in Moncks Corner.
Solomon calls Atlanta home. She
Old House Mansion, formerly on has a true feel for the South's herithat tract, was destroyed by British tage of history and loves her timetroops during the Revolution touched surroundings. She also lives
because it was reportedly a refuge very much in the present, as eviof Gen. Francis Marion.
denced by the items she displays
The classic 18th-century archi- for sale, and the modern A-frame
tecture of the Nesbitt house is house on Lake Moultrie where she
typical of the plantation construc- and her husband live with their
tion of the period. It has two rooms three daughters, Amy, Jeanne and
on each floor, a total of six rooms, Tish.
each with its own fireplace. The
Shining happily in the light of a
house is high and narrow, and fea- bright South Carolina day, the
tures such architectural features as Boutique, Dean Hall, or whatever
exposed, hand-hewn beams and rare you want to call it, has found a new
corner posts.
lease on life. While others of its age
Taking advantage of every archi- and grandeur are disappearing from
tectural feature, the present owners the face of the earth, this gallant
have built around them an unusual house is just getting its second
boutique. Mrs. Solomon, a lovely breath.
Sand lapper

Christmas Under
Lal~e Murra)?
B~
Helen B. King

A

t Christmas time I love to gaze
out over the deep waters of
Lake Murray in the heart of the
Dutch Fork section of South Carolina, so called because it is in the
fork of the Broad and Saluda rivers,
and was mainly settled by Dutch
and German people. As I look over
the still bosom of the lake I can see
December, 1968

the reflection of Christmas tree
lights from other cottages that dot
the shore around our own lake
home. I enjoy the informal neighborhood gatherings and, as we
munch on Christmas goodies and
listen to the hi-fis and televisions
pouring out yuletide music, I sometimes feel apart from the group, as

a spectator watching characters on
a stage. Time magically turns backward in its flight and I am a little
child again, and it is Christmas on
my grandfather's farm, which is
now completely inundated by the
waters of Lake Murray.
Both my parents were natives of
Dutch Fork so it was not unusual at
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Christmas time for them to load
their children, themselves, and a
pile of mysterious looking packages
into our Maxwell or Model T and
journey to my grandparents' for the
holidays. Though the distance was
not more than a hundred miles it
took the best part of the day to
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make the trip, for the roads at that
time were quite a contrast to the
maze of superhighways that stretch
hypnotically through the freshly
carved countryside.
My oldest brother, not yet a
teen-ager, always had to sit in the
front seat with my father in order

to assist with the removal of a tree
limb or a stray cow or pig that
often blocked the road. Sometimes
we had to cross a high precarious1o oking bridge over a swift Up
Country river, and mama would
have papa stop the car and she
would get out and walk across the
Sand lapper

narrow bridge, with the baby and
anyone else whose courage wavered. We often got lost on the unmarked roads, especially if papa
had a mind to try a short cut some
well-meaning traveler had told him
about. We always carried a shovel in
the car in case we got stuck in the
mud or sand.
But in spite of the hazards of travel in those days we usually arrived
at our destination about sundown.
The tall martin gourds first came
into view and they looked like dark
bells ringing against the winter sunset. We then had to pass some
Negro cabins on the farm where
groups of shy, grinning darkiesmama always called them darkies as
a title of respect-waved hearty
greetings to us. Sometimes the girls'
wooly hair was being braided with
light-colored string, which looked
as if it may have blown from the
loose cotton piled high on some of
the porches. At last we could see
the smoke curling from the tall
chimneys at each end of the long
two-story house, typical of many
homes in Dutch Fork. When we
finally arrived I hurried up the steps
of the porch that ran the entire
length of the house. As I was lifted
into the arms of my loving kin I
could see the welcome light of the
fires in the big fireplaces through
the glass panels on each side of the
solid front door.
Grandma loved to decorate for
Christmas. Her decorations consisted mostly of holly and some red
paper folding bells she had kept
over the years. Holly was put in
profusion behind the pictures and
clocks and in vases at each end of
the long mantel. Even the tall tree
cut from the farm and standing in a
corner of the parlor was holly
covered with red berries.
Grandma and grandpa were the
parents of eight living children,
most of whom were married with
children of their own, so there was
no scarcity of aunts, uncles and
cousins during the holidays.
Food never seemed to be a problem, for the big dark smokehouse
was filled with hams, shoulders,
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yards of stuffed sausage, sides of
meat, bags of home-dried peaches
and apples, shelves of canned vegetables and fruits, preserves, jellies
and pickles. There were crocks of
lard, sauerkraut and pans of milk
and cream-a veritable supermarket
with no cashier. The barrel of flour
and the 100-pound bag of sugar
were the only "store-bought" items
in the smokehouse.
The Christmas gobbler was prepared when we arrived, . but other
fowls were safe in the coop ready
for the ax when the need for them
arose, and arise it would.
The safe ( cupboard) in the
"stoveroom," as the kitchen was
called, and the shelves in the pantry
seemed to sag under the weight of
pies-dried-fruit pies, canned blackberry pies, egg custard and lemon
pies. The sideboard in the dining
room was covered with cakesblack fruitcake, pound cake, Lady
Baltimore cake, and just 1-2-3-4
recipe layer cake with chocolate,
coconut and lemon fillings.

Grandma never seemed to get
ruffled. I often marvel at how she
managed with one faithful servant,
Duck, and Duck's young daughter
Coot, with old Aunt Liza to help
out in emergencies. Anyway, with
breadmaking, waterdrawing, butterch urning and the care of milk,
cooking on a wood stove, cleaning
and filling of kerosene lamps, soapmaking and outdoor plumbing-to
mention a few of the inconveniences of grandma's day, she always
had time to sit down after dinner,
the noontime meal, and rock the
afternoon hours away with her
family and her company. Visitors
came and went with their children
and their trunks, but grandma
always appeared a calm and
gracious hostess.
Grandma would have been a
dilemma to the modern psychiatrist. She was a child during the War
Between the States, and she remembered very vividly when some of
Sherman's bummers came to her
father's house, which is still stand-

FOR
INDUSTRY ...

FOR THE HOME
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ing. They burned the gin house
with all their cotton and flax, and
would have burned the home but
great-grandfather was a Mason and
so was the leader of Sherman's
men, and he spared the house. But
some of the soldiers cursed and
frightened the family and slaves and
took most of their food and horses.
Grandma never forgot her older
brother Adam's body arriving home
from the Battle of the Wilderness
where he was mortally wounded.
She always remembered her parents
weeping and wringing their hands
over his coffin before it was buried
in the family graveyard in sight of
the home. She lived through three
wars, bore nine children and lost
two; she reached the age of more
than four-score years and ten but,
in spite of her traumatic experiences, she never lost her sanity or
serenity.
We usually arrived for the holidays on Christmas Eve and after
supper we sat around the large open
fire. As neighbors and more kin
came the circle of chairs around the
fire grew larger. The children were
sent to other rooms to play, with
the admonition not to catch
"afire." Most of the time we played
William Tremble Toe or Club Fist,
or the girls would cut out paper
dolls from magazines which had
been saved for us since our summer
visit.
The news and gossip of the
community since summer vacation
were the main topics of conversation for the grownups. If the discussion grew too lively, an eavesdropping or inquiring child was
likely to ask, "Who, Mama?" "Who,
Aunt Mattie?".
The old wooden telephone on
the wall was sure to ring, and while
grandma's ring was one long and
three shorts, it was not considered
bad etiquette to listen in on anyone's ring. Sometimes the party line
would get so heavy with listeners
that parties talking could not hear
each other, and the listeners were
kindly asked to hang up so the conversants could hear. They readily
complied with the request and no
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feelings were hurt.
After the local visitors had gone
grandpa would get the "Bible"
from the table by his chair at the
wind ow and read the Christmas
story from the "Gospel of Luke."
Next we hung our stockings, and
the big mantel in the parlor was
filled with long and short black or
white stockings. Mama or one of
my aunts would play "Silent
Night," or "Away in a Manger,"
on the old reed organ-later the
piano-and all would gather around
and sing the tender familiar carols.
Then it was time for the children to
go to bed so that Santa Claus could
come, but before we went we
would put a cake, a pie or some
fruit on the table for tired Santa to
eat.
When I slipped between the icy
sheets I wondered if morning would
ever come but, after sinking into
the soft depths of a featherbed and
covering myself with a pile of
patchwork quilts, visions of sugar
plums had little time to dance
through my head, for almost instantly I was asleep, and in a flash it
was morning.
Children came bounding out of
beds upstairs and down, but before
we could go into the parlor we had
to go into the dining room and pretend to eat breakfast. I remember
trying to choke down the country
ham or sausage and eggs, the hot
biscuits, grits, fig preserves and a
glass of milk heavy with cream. But
it was no use; I simply could not
eat, so great was my excitement,
but finally I was allowed to go into
the parlor.
There was the Christmas tree,
lighted with small, real, twisted candles in holders 1;lipped onto the
tree. Many of the toys were on the
tree, too. There were drums, horns,
balls and dolls-dolls standing in
boxes, and how lovely they looked
to me. Mama always hand-dressed
the dolls that Santa Claus brought
me, but to my childish eyes the
dolls in the boxes with their stiff,
fancy, flimsy · dresses and turnedback hats were far more beautiful
than those mama had spent hours

dressing.
Our stockings were filled with
oranges, apples, tangerines, nuts
and raisins, with a small gift (like a
harmonica for the girls and a cap
pistol for the boys) stuffed down in
the toe. After the gifts were distributed, the children scattered in
small groups to play and to swap
toys. Some tragedy like the falling
in of a doll's eyes, a broken locket
chain or a burned finger from a cap
pistol was sure to happen, but was
soon forgotten.
There were sillabub and homemade blackberry wine for the
grownups, with more company
coming and going. The bountiful
dinner was the main event of the
day, and visiting continued long
after the sun had set.
On Christmas night shovelfuls of
ashes from the open fires were carried out into the yard, and Roman
candles, sky rockets, sparklers and
large firecrackers were lit. Their
noise and colored light filled the
night sky through the bare trees. If
tired children had fallen asleep in
the arms of mothers or aunts, or at
some secluded spot on the floor,
they were sure to arouse for this
excitement.
Grandma believed in Old Christmas which is January 6., so her celebration of Christmas lasted from
Christmas Eve until that date with,
of course, lesser degrees of intensity. But she kept "open-house," so
to speak. Relatives and friends were
urged to visit, and though the holly
drooped and dried up, and the
paper bells became a little more
faded, an air of festivity prevailed
during that period.
But all that is gone now-my
grandparents, my parents, a brother
and a sister, and many aunts, uncles
and cousins. The dear old house has
long been covered by the greedy
waters of the lake. But surely it
must resound at Christmastide with
our love and laughter of long ago,
for ears not grown too dim to hear.

Helen B. King, a. Columbia author,
has published a volume of poetry,
"Carolina Carols. "
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. In response to reader demand
sandlapper announces a bound
volume of the articles from its
1968 issues

SPOTLIGHT ON BEAUTY
JAMES F. BYRNES
THE LIBERTY TREE
DARLINGTON RACEWAY

WALNUT GROVE PLANTATION
WORLD'S LARGEST PIGEON PLANT
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
NAMES IN SOUTH CAROLINA
FISHING AT ITS BEST

SOUTH CAROLINA'S POET LAUREATE
THE TURNING POINT OF THE REVOLUTION
WOFFORD'S ORBITING SEMINAR
THE LADIES BUILD A GUNBOAT
SWEDISH GYMNASTICS IN SOUTH CAROLINA
WONDERFUL WORLD OF GOURDS
CHARLESTON'S VENERABLE MRS. VERNER

Sandlapper proudly announces the publication of a handsomely bound book of
articles from its 1968 issues. The book
will have over 700 pages, with over 180
pages in color and will contain almost
all the 1968 articles from Sandlapper.
The book will be available in early
December . just in time for Christmas.
A limited number will be printed, so
order now, don't miss out. Send $15.00
plus 50¢ for postage and handling to:
Book Order
Sandlapper Press, Inc.

P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202
S. C. Residents please add 45¢
for S. C. Sales Tax

A Sandlapper Christmas
Gift: Suggestion

Sketches
of

Columbia Churches
by

W arrerl Johnson

Historic
• First Baptist Church
• First Presbyterian
Church
• Trinity Episcopal
Church
• Washington Street
Methodist Church

(Continued from page 6)
As a student at Presbyterian College, I would like to express my
gratitude to your staff for publishing such a fine magazine as Sandlapper.
It is a dignified tribute to our
wonderful state and should be read
by South Carolinians of all ages.
Jimmy Todd
Laurens, South Carolina
I have a young cousin, George
Balle, who lives in Dallas, Texas and
is now attending Brown University
to whom I want to introduce Sandlapper. His parents are native South
Carolinians and I want him to learn
more about our great state. I know
of no better way to attain this
know~edge than a gift of Sandlapper.
I am the retired teacher of Latin
of Laurens High School. I prize
highly the gift of Sandlapper which
I have received from the first issue.
Summa Cum Laude!

as pictured in the
MAY SANDLAPPER

These 1'2 x 18 inch prints, on
fine quality emhossed Strathmore paper, are designed for
frami-ng.
Ideal for use singly or in. a
group arrangement, these prints
will be appreciated by the discriminating.
AH four for $6.00
or
Any one for $2.00
Please add 50 cents for postage
and handling.
S. C. residents add 3% sales tax.
Send check or money order
to
CHURCH PRINTS
SANDLAPPER PRESS, INC.

P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202
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Sara Babb
Laurens, South Carolina
Seeing the Sandlapper in our
mailbox causes excitement at our
house; reading it affords us a great
deal of pleasure. Having lived my
childhood in Conway, I found
"Shipbuilding at Bucksport" in the
October issue very interesting. We
are glad that "Precious" (as Mrs.
D.V. Richardson is affectionately
known by Conway friends)did talk
to Mr. Larry Cribb.
Best wishes for continued success
in publishing the Sandlapper.
Sadie Long Turner
North Charleston, South
Carolina
Thank you for such a wonderful
magazine. I look forward to each
month's issue wondering what new
and interesting things I'll discover
about my state.
Dorothy T. Wright
Columbia, South Carolina

Perhaps you have ''read between
the lines" but I am a South Carolinian (that has a sweet sound).
As we await what may be a hurricane, there can be no better way
than to sit down and enjoy the
beauty of the pages of the
magazine.
Mary Quinby
(Mrs. Clark Quinby)
Bradenton, Florida
On page 31 of your extremely
interesting issue for June 1968, is a
list of books published by the University of South Carolina Press.
Among the titles of these books is
"Justice William Johnson: The First
Dissenter," Morgan, $6.50. Upon
placing an order for three volumes
with the book store here in Charlottesville, Virginia, with which I
have been dealing for many years, I
was informed that the book is out
of print. The letter Mr. Wells received also stated that the USC Press
had no idea whether it would be
reprinted again.
Justice Johnson's handsome old
home at 156 Rutledge Ave. in
Charleston was purchased and presented to Ashley Hall at the time
the seniors graduated this past June
1968. It is to be restored and kept
in pristine condition for posterity.
Built in 1808 it is well worth noting
in South Carolinna as a fine
example of the architecture prevalent at that time. I am among his
direct descendants and have among
my possessions carefully preserved
records about Judge Johnson and
Sarah Bennett, his wife, the daughter of Thomas Bennett,who was an
architect of renown. However, I do
not have this book, as before mentioned, and I hope you will be able
to assist me in finding several copies
that are for sale. It was, I believe,
published in time for the 250th
anniversary of USC- he was one of
the founders of your university.
Anne R.J. Matthews
(Mrs. Johnson Matthews)
Charlottesville, Virginia
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University of South Carolina
Press informs us that it plans to reprint this book in coming months.
Ed.

The article in the current issue
on historic Beech Island by Mrs.
Dorothy MacDowell was of special
interest to me for I was born in this
historic community and I had the
privilege of growing up there. My
family home, the home of my
parents, the Alexander Galphin
Murray's was pictured in this issue
along with the church where my
grandparents, my parents, and I
were married and the Hammond
Cemetery where many of my relatives are buried.
Thanks to you and to Mrs.
MacDowell for sharing this interesting history of an unusual and historic coµimunity with others. We,
who call it home, have been quite
proud of it for many years.
Estelle Murray Mauldin
(Mrs. William Mauldin)
Greenwood, South Carolina
A great magazine. Please continue "showing off" South Carolina-of which we are so proud!!
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Plyler
Calhoun Falls, South Carolina

(Answers to puzzle on page 31)

Sandlapper announces a special rate for two- and
three-year subscriptions:
One Year ...... $ 9.00 plus .27 S. C. Sales Tax
Two Years . .... $17.00 plus .51 S. C. Sales Tax

We are enjoying the magazine
very much, the articles are interesting as well as informative. The illustrations are beautiful. Counting
everything the Sandlapper is just
the magazine that every home in
South Carolina needs.
Pearl M. Chastain
(Mrs. John A. Chastain)
Pickens, South Carolina
Please forgive my proscrastination in sending in at this late date
my subscription to the Sandlapper.
I have enjoyed it tremendously
from the very first issue-and,
especially that first issue! It carried
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Three Years . . .. $25.00 plus .75 S. C. Sales Tax
Back issues are available while they last on a first-come, firstserved basis at $1.25 each. This price includes postage and
handling.
1968 Back Issues Still Available:
March

June

September

April

July

October

May

August

November

S. C. residents please add 3 % sales tax
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Cates Pickles
Holiday Pack
Faison, North Carolina
Here is a gift the entire family will enjoy. Every
jar will be remembered with pleasure. Specially
packaged for the Christmas season, Cates Holiday
Pack is pretty enough to display under any tree.
The Holiday Pack contains 6 eleven ounce jars: Sweet
Watermelon, Sweet Dill Slices, Sweet India Relish,
Sweet Midget Pickles, Fresh Sweet Cucumber Chips,
and Fresh Kosher Cocktail Midgets.
Solve your gift problem effortlessly and
economically. Say Merry Christmas with Cates Holiday
Pack of Fancy Pickles. Price per pack: $3.50 plus
postage. (We will bill you for postage.)

Please s e n d - - - - Holiday Pack/Packs to:
Name:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Address: - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - City:- - - - · - - - ----State=- - - - - Check D

Money Order D

Mills' Atlas
invaluable source
material for historians,
genealogists and
research workers.

$50 postpaid

the fine review that Dr. Milledge
Seigler wrote on my USC Press
book-"Jesse Stuart-His Life and
Works," along with the beautiful
and perceptive articles on South
Carolina which we all now anticipate so much.
A long life to you!

I am a teacher of South Carolina
History in the Kingstree High
School. . .I intend to have my Sandlap pers used in making special
reports to the class.
Mrs. Clemmie M. Wilson
Kingstree, South Carolina

$6 each postpaid
Abbeville
Barnwell
Beaufort
Charleston
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton
Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Georgetown
Greenville
Horry
Kershaw

Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Marion
Marlborough
Newberry
Orangeburgh
Pendleton
Richland
Spartanburgh
Union
Williamsburgh
York

Originally published in 1825 by
Robert Mills, this Atlas contains
much fascinating information about
the South Carolina of 143 years
ago. An edition published in 1938
is now a collector's item. This edition (Wilkins-Keels) with the maps
in the same size as the original is
printed on fine quality paper. It
contains all of the 28 district maps
and the state map.
S. C. r esidents add 3% sales tax.
Send check or money order

PRINTING COMPANY
SUGGESTS
These fine gi~ ideas

Eve Blair
(Mrs. Arnold D. Blair)
Columbia, South Carolina

INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT
MAPS

THE STATE

SCENIC SOUTH CAROLINA-By Eugene B.
Sloan, is an attempt to present pictorially, a
general impression of the state as a whole.
Subject matter was chosen to be representative of the state's scenic, recreational, and
historic resources. Price $6.00.
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Please add our thanks to you for
a very fine publication.
As to your concern about raising
the subscription price- please raise
the price rather than making it an
advertising journal with a little
reading matter scattered through, as
so many publications have done
recently- I fully realize that ads are
most necessary, but raise the price
and keep the ads at a minimum as
you are doing.

,ii t ,

OF TIME AND TIDE is a collection of very
human poetry and prose written by Georgia
Herbert Hart. Illustrating this book are twenty
watercolors, five of which are in color by
Moselle Skinner, artist and art teacher. 152
pa9es. Price $4.00.

Demlel Coker
Turbeville, South Carolina
In June, I was visiting in my
native state of South Carolina and
saw a copy of the Sandlapper. I was
so impressed with its format,
photography and history that I
immediately sent in my subscription along with two gift certificates. Each issue brings to me pride
of my native state.

THE CAROLINA-CLEMSON GAME, 1896-1966,
by Don Barton, is a complete game-by-game
history of the famous Gamecock-Tiger football
rivalry, plus sidelights and a chapter on the
coaches. Price $6.00.

Ava ilable at bookstores or by mail from The
State Printing Company. (Add 50 cents for
postage, sales tax and handling .)

to
MILLS' ATLAS

Mrs. Clyde C. McLean
Gastonia, North Carolina

Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202

Enclosed is check for my
family's subscription to Sandlapper

THE STATE
PRINTING COMPANY
1305 SUMTER STREET

COLUMBIA, S. C.
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Brings to your attention:
THE SPANISH TRADITION IN AMERICA
Edited with an introduction by Charles
Gibson.
$7.95.
Documents dealing with the extension of
a European nation to the New World, from
limited colonial beginnings through developing imperial conditions to political separation.
THE NEW DEAL
Edited with an introduction by William
E. Leuchtenburg.
$7.95
"The editor of this anthology is one of
the outstanding historians of the recent period in the United States. • . .The book is
cleverly arranged and makes lively reading."
-Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society.
THE GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN
ECONOMY TO 1860
Edited with an introduction by Douglass
c. North and Robert Paul Thomas.
$7.95
"Economics professors North and
Thomas have Judiciously selected 58 documents, travel accounts, letters, statistical
tabulations, and so on to support their interpretation of the chief factors affecting the
growth of American economy from the
planning of the English colonies to the Civil
War."-Library Journal. Tables and Charts.
AMERICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
SINCE 1860
Edited with an introduction by William
Greenleaf.
$7.95
Documents that illuminate aspects of
economic behavior that shaped the material
development of the United States from
Lincoln to Kennedy. Tables and Charts.
THE EARLY REPUBLIC, 1789-1828
Edited with an introduction by Noble E.
Cunningham, Jr.
$7.95
Documents on politics and society by
such writers as Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Gallatin and Calhoun.
CONFEDERATION AND CONSTITUTION, 1781-1789
Edited with an introduction by Forrest
and Ellen Shapiro McDonald.
$7.95
A collection of historical documents illustrating how ''three million cantankerous
Americans managed to come together as one
nation under the Constitution."
These volumes are indispensable for students of American history and economics.
Each volume contains between 251 and 391
pages.

Order now from all better book
stores!
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THE CATAWBA INDIANS: THE
PEOPLE OF THE RIVER. By
Douglas Summers Brown. 408
pages. (Plus 32 pages of illustrations). University of South Carolina
Press. $10.00.
Each successive holiday season
causes our heritage to become more
deeply instilled in us. We hear sermons and speeches and read
exciting accounts of the bygone era
in which our forefathers began
pointing future generations in then
unheard of directions. For all
Americans the history of the principal American Indian tribes is an
intrinsic part of the history of those
important years. And more particularly, for South Carolinians, some
knowledge of the Catawba Indians
is vital to a thorough understanding
of the history of the state and
region.
The Catawba Indians are not as
we 11 known as other groups in
America. Their history is interwoven with the tribes and fragment
of tribes of Siouan lineage who
inhabited the Catawba-WatereeSantee river basin. This historical
account traces these Indians from
the time the white man first appeared on southeastern shores and
concludes with those now residing
on the reservation near Rock Hill,
South Carolina.
Actually, the Catawbas were one
of the 30 known tribes of Indians
residing in South Carolina. Of
these, the four main stocks were
Iroquoian, Algonquian, Muckhogean (Creek) and Siouan. The
Catawba Indians were noted for
their friendship with Americans,
and they fought side by side with
them in every war in which our
country was involved except the
Yamassee War.
Despite their long record of
service and valor, however, the

Cataw bas have fared no better than
any other Indians at the hands of
the white man. Most of the
members of the tribe (at one time
6,000 strong) were involved in
''The Trail of Tears" when the
whites drove the Indians out of the
south into the Trans-Mississippi
west. A few remained on a reservation and their descedants still live
there, but throughout their history
there has always been a bitter and
tragic struggle for survival. In 1930
there were 1 77 Indians living on the
Rock Hill reservation. They were
regarded by the whites as beggars,
shiftless and generally no account.
In the 1940s both the federal
government and the state of South
Carolina were moved to do someth in g about the plight of the
Catawbas. New land was requisitioned, better housing was provided
and educational programs for
Indian children were greatly
improved.
About 250 Indians still reside on
the old reservations. Others have
drifted away to cities and towns
where they have been forced to
make adjustments to the paleface
way of life. These remaining
members of this once proud tribe
form almost the last link between
today and an ancient people, yes,
almost an ancient civilization. Many
of us are too far removed in the
humdrum of our daily lives to recall
the heroics of these staunch allies in
the formulative days of America,
during a time when these allies were
so desperately needed.
"Based on able research, finely
written and thoroughly
documented, 'The Catawba Indians: The People of the River'
recounts the story of an Indian
'nation' from the first appearance
of the white man until recent
times.... "-The Book Exchange,
London, England.
Sandlapper

MY HEALTH IS BETTER IN
NOVEMBER, By Havilah Babcock.
Illustrated by Augusta Rembert
Wittkowsky. 285 pages. 51h x 81h cL
LC No. 60-11238. Seventh printing.
Holt, Rhinehart and Winston.
$4.95.
This book is either destined to
become a world classic, or already
is, for throughout the universe
there are hunters and fishermen
who will enjoy timely tips on those
sports, writers who will appreciate
the style and readers who will relish
its humor.
It takes its name from one of the
35 stories in the collection, "My
Health Is Better in November." The
stories were published in outdoor
magazines.
The dedication sets the hilarious
tone of the book, and is pure "Babcock." It reads:
Affectionately dedicated to my Alice,
Without whose many suggestions it
would have been finished in half the
time.

Havilah Babcock is a legendary
figure among former students at the
University of South Carolina, where
he was head of the English Department. By the time of the publication of this volume, he had already
been recognized as a writer of great
stature.
Whether one cares a whit about
hunting and fishing, or would recognize a gun from a fly rod, he
will like the stories in this book for
the sheer good writing, especially
the play on words.
In the story, "Bees for Bream,"
he expounds on the fish, pointing
out that all South Carolinians are a
little "Whacky" on the subject. The
dictionary merely generalizes, he
said, by calling the bream any of
various freshwater sunfishes, and
dismisses the subject by designating
the fish as a "perch." "Obviously,"
he concluded, "Webster never had
one on a fly rod." Going into the
pronunciation of the fish's name,
he said, "Any Southern boy big
enough to button his 'britches'
knows it is a 'brim.' Ichthyologists,
who blithely Latinize everything
from a spring-lizard to a whale,
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throw up their hands in despair
when they come to the bream. He
has more aliases than a jailbird."
Once when Dr. Babcock was
hunting, he became covered in chiggers, and took up scratching "professionally." Later a game warden
gave him a "sure-fire" cure. . .
government medicine. "Under
whose administration was this put
up?" he asked. "Two hours later,"
he confessed, "I began to lose faith
in the Democrats...that is what
happens when the government goes
into business."
South Carolinians, he said, don't
pick a day to go fishing. "They pick
a day now and then to stay home
and look after their business or reinstate themselves with their
families. . . . It is in the ultimate
ambition of every businessman...
to retire, run for the governorship,
build a bream pond...and plant a
grove of catalpa trees [for fishing
worms]."
Two of his friends, quail hunting,
could not decide which one had
shot the bird a dog had retrieved.
Because both were Southern gentlemen, each disclaimed it, offering it
to the other. Dr. Babcock remarked, "They would have worn that
bird out, I guess, had not the corpse
terminated the argument by suddenly coming to life" and flying.
He admitted that he would
rather quail hunt than do anything
else in the world. "It is then my
spirits are buoyant, my disposition
amiable...and my gastric juices
flow along with a sweet unawareness."
When November came, he no
longer needed a lullaby at bedtime,
or elixirs. Quail hunting cured all of
his ailments. "A stirring day in the
field," he said, .. purges the
mind...the quail hunter...is not
wondering whether the bank is going to foreclose ...he is for the time
being one of those men who are
born free and equal."
Dr. Babcock's "My Health is Better in November" was illustrated
with pen-and-ink sketches by a fell ow-faculty member, Augusta
Rembert Wittkowsky.

Books for Chnstmas
Giving From Bryans

~
BIBLE-King James Version - Red
letter, genuine leather--Colors are
red, blue, black, or white. $5.95.
Name imprinted at no charge.

BEHOLD THAT STAR-A Christmas Anthology of .15 delightful
stories for the holidays. $5.50.
LET'S KEEP CHRISTMAS-Sermon
by Peter Marshall-Moving expression of gratitude that the Christ
Child came into the World-a plea
to keep this day "in all the loveness of its ancient tradition." $2.25.
CHRISTMAS IS TOGETHER TIME
-Peanuts and his friends. $2.00.
FIRST CAROLS-Small collection of
familiar carols that will bring delight to children-lovely Illustrations. $1.95.
A CHRISTMAS MEMORY-Truman
Capote. $5.00.
APPLES OF GOLD. $2.95.
WINGS OF SILVER. $2.95.
WINDOWS TO THE SKY. $2.95.

The R. L. Bryan Company
1440 Main Street
Columbia, S. C. 29201
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Save Your Copies
Of

sandlapper
In This Handsome Binder
Each sturdy blue binder is fitted with 12 removable rods, allowing
easy insertion or removal of any of' the year's issues of Sandlapper.
The publication, volume and year are stamped in gold on the binder.
Please state whether you desire a binder for Volume I ( 1968) or
Volume 11 ( 1969).

The binders are $4.00 each postpaid. S. C. residents add 3°/o sales
tax.
Write to: Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202

Full Color

Wildflower
Needlework
Pattern
Bv ADALEE WINTER

and another to be sent to my
cousins in Califomia. Their grandfather was born and raised in this
great state and it's high time they
learned something of their real eastern heritage.
Thank you for a grand bit of togetherness for our family and our
western cousins.
Mrs. James D. Foster
Spartanburg, South Carolina
I am a teacher (S.C. History) and
have found these magazines to be
excellent material, especially since
supplementary material is so hard
to find.
Breanda B. Bell
(Mrs. Randy Bell)
Greenville, South Carolina
We are charter subscribers to
Sandlapper. This is one magazine
that the whole family enjoys. After
reading it I place it in my husband's
reception room for his patients to
enjoy. I have considered subscribing
to two a month so that I may keep
at home a copy for future reference.
Congratulations on publishing a
very great magazine about a very
great State.
Lillian D. Frasher
(Mrs. Jack L. Frasher)
Greenville, South Carolina
I think the magazine is very interesting and the photos are just
wonderful. It's time someone published a nice magazine about our
beautiful state. Thank you.

as pictured in the June Sandlapper
Pattern is 12 inches by 18 inches
and contains 25 wildflowers
To purchase your pattern send $2.00 plus 25(i for
postage and handling to:
SANDLAPPER
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202
S. C. residents please add 3% sales tax.
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Ruth T. Shiplett
Spartanburg, South Carolina
My father, who is 92 years young
just loves your (my) magazine.
Happy L. Galt
(Mrs. Thomas H. Galt)
Spartanburg, South Carolina
Sand lapper

EVENTS

5-Jan. 12
CLEMSON-CLEMSON UNIVERSITYarchitecture students' work.

FLORENCE-Florence Symphony
Orchestra-Handel's "The Messiah."

2

Activities of state-wide interest

to be considered for the Calendar
of Events should be sent to the Activities Editor, Sandlapper, P.O.
Box 1668, Columbia, South Carolina 29202, no later than 30 days
prior to the first of the month in
which the activity will occur.
Sandlapper appreciates the assistance in compiling its Events
Section given by the South Carolina Arts Commission, David G.
Sennema, Executive Director.

7-23

AIKEN-Community Concert SeriesGREENVILLE-Greenville County
Dorian Quintet, woodwind chamber
ensemble.
Museum of Art-"Trees for the Young
in Heart."

3
GAFFNEY-LIMESTONE COLLEGEF acuity Recital-Nancy Kredel,
SPARTANBURG-Smith Gallery-Art
Violinist, Dana Dixon, pianist.
exhibit by Artists Guild members.

9-23

15-31

5

GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG- HARTSVILLE-COKER COLLEGEAirport-Exhibition by Mrs. Margaret
C'.,ommunity Concert.
Gilliam.

6
JANUARY
4-31

GREENVILLE-NORTH GREENVILLE
JUNIOR COLLEGE-A Capella Choir
Christmas Concert.
GREENVILLE-County Museum of ArtExhibition by Bette Lee Coburn.

7

DECEMBER
1-12
CLEMSON-CLEMSON UNIVERSITYExhibit of architecture students' art on
display.

1-15
GREENVILLE-Spartanburg Airport-Art
Exhibition by Miss Betty Jane
Bramlett.

1-14,
GREENVILLE-Jfhe Dillard Collection:
"Art on Paper.

1-31
FLORENCE-Florence Museum- Art
show by Dorothy and Hilton Leech.
SPARTANBURG-Arts Center-"Christmas Art."

3-18

DUE WEST~ERSKINE COLLEGEExhibition Center-Peruvian embroderies and Christmas decorations.

3-31
GREENVILLE-Greenville County
Museum of Art-Paintings by Bob
Bruns.

4

lectures
DECEMBER
3

GREENVILLE-County .Llbrary- "An
8
Invitation to Grandeur"-The Duke CHARLESTON-BAPTIST COLLEGEand Duchess of Bedford.
" The Messiah."
FLORENCE-Florence Symphony
Orchestra-"The Messiah."

10

SPARTANBURG-CONVERSE COLLEGE- Twichell Auditorium-"The GREENVILLE-GREENVILLE AND
FURMAN UNIVERSITY-"The
Underdeveloped Countries of South
America", Dr. Fred Dixon.
Messiah."

11

SPARTANBURG-Christmas Music Festival-Memorial Auditorium.
ROCK HILL-WINTHROP COLLEGELecture by Charles Abrams, urban
problems expert.
SPARTANBURG-SPARTANBURG
JUNIOR COLLEGE-"Nine Lessons
JANUARY
and Carols."

14

9

GREENVILLE-Greenville County LibGAFFNEY-LIMESTONE COLLEGErary-Robert Mark, "Port Royal, The
Dr. Montague McMillan-"The ChristCity Under the Sea."
mas Carol"

.

music
DECEMBER
1

SP ART ANB URG-CO NVERSE COL- GREENVILLE......BOB JONES UNIVERLEGE- "The American Portraitist."
SITY- Handel's "The Messiah.,, .
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COLUMBIA-Columbia Philharmonic
Orchestra, Dr. Arthur M. Fraser conducter; Lanny Palmer, soprano, with
Columbia College Choir and Nancy E.
Hill, pianist.

10
SfARTANBURG-WOFFORD COLLEGE-Memorial AuditoriumSeasonal Music.
GREENVILLE-BOB JONES UNIVERSITY-Nedda Casei, mezzo-soprano of
Metropolitan Opera Company.
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GREENVILLE-McAlister Auditorium-Rotary Civic Chorale Fall Concert.

12
GREENVILLE-Civic Ballet-"The Nutcracker."

basl~etball

13-15

DECEMBER

12
SPARTANBURG-CONVERSE COLLEGE-Chorale and Chorus, "Festival
of Lessons and Carols."

COLUMBIA-Dreher Auditorium-The
Columbia City Ballet, "Cinderella."

2
GREENWOOD-Lander v. College of
Charleston.

15
COLUMBIA-COiumbia Choral Society"The Messiah."

theatre

16-17

6

GREENVILLE-Memorial Auditorium" Singing Christmas Tree."

DECEMBER

JANUARY

COLUMBIA-TOWN THEATRE"Hogan's Goat."

9
COLUMBIA-UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA-Baroque Arts Ensemble.

11

CHARLESTON-Citadel v. Virginia
Military Institute.

6-7;10-14

JANUARY
24-26
COLUMBIA-Township Auditorium"Passion Play."

SPARTANBURG-Wofford v. Lander.

7
CLEMSON-Clemson v. Louisiana State.
COLUMBIA-South Carolina v. Maryland.
CHARLESTON-citadel v. Augusta.

GREENVILLE-BOB JONES UNIVERSITY-Graduate Recital-Concert
Center.

12
COLUMBIA-COiumbia Museum of ArtU.S.C. Chamber Music.

19
COLUMBIA-COiumbia Museum of ArtLanny Palmer, soprano.

21
SPARTANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-Fred Waring and The Pennsylvanians.

29
CLEMSON-CLEMSON UNIVERSITYDetroit Symphony Orchestra.
GREENVILLE-Memorial AuditoriumCommunity Concert-Norman Luboff
Choir.

30
G REENVILLE-McAlister AuditoriumDetroit Symphony.

ballet
DECEMBER
2-3 ;5-7 ;10-11
CHARLESTON-Municipal AuditoriumCharleston Civic Ballet- "The Nutcracker."
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Part of the cast of "Hogan's Goat," Columbia Town Theatre's December production.

Sand lapper

10
NEWBERRY-Newberry v. Wofford.

13
GREENWOOD-Lander v. Tacco Falls
College.

14
CHARLESTON-Citadel v. Appalachian
State.

16
GREENWOOD-Lander v. Erskine.

A scene from the "Passion Play" to be presented in Columbia January 24-26.

GREENVILLE-Furman v. Mississippi.

18
CHARLESTON-Citadel v. U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy.

15
SPARTANBURG-Wofford v. Pres
byterian.

3-8
GREENVILLE-Memorial AuditoriumHoliday on Ice.

16
COLUMBIA-South Carolina v. East
Carolina.

GREENWOOD-Lander v. Calvary College.

NEWBERRY-Newberry v. Lander.

CLEMSON-Clemson v. Furman.

21
GREENVILLE-Furman v. Newberry.

18
CHARLESTON-Citadel v. Wilmington.

26-28

23

GREENVILLE-Poinsettia Tournament.

CHARLESTON-Lander v. College of
Charleston.

31
GREENVILLE-Furman v. East Carolina.

GREENVILLE-Furman v. Clemson.

25
JANUARY
2
CLEMSON-Clemson v. Citadel.

4
COLUMBIA-Carolina v. Clemson.

6
CHARLESTON-Citadel v. Wofford.

11

GREENVILLE-Furman v. Virginia
Military Institute.
SPARTANBURG-Wofford v. Pembroke.

7-8
FLORENCE-Eastern Carolina Field Trial
Club.

13-15
CAMD EN-Sandlapper-Lexington Field
Trial Club.

14-15
FLORENCE-Florence Council of
Garden Clubs-"Holiday Houses"
Tour.

27
SPARTANBURG- Wofford v. Newberry.

JANUARY
8

28

GREENVILLE-Greenville County
Museum of Art-"The Hunters" and
"Submerged Glory, A Study in Stone."

CHARLESTON-Citadel v. N.C. State.
GREENVILLE-Furman v. Georgia Tech.

11-12

GREENVILLE-Citadel v. Greensboro.
GREENWOOD-Lander v. Greensboro.

5
C H AR LESTON - CO LL EGE O F
CHARLESTON-Garden TheatreCinema Series-"The Shop on Main
Street."

GREENWOOD-Lander v. Pembroke
State College.

CAMDEN-S.C. Shooting Dog Classic.

20

13
SPARTANBURG-Wofford v. Furman.
CHARLESTON-Citadel v. University of
Chattanooga.

14
COLUMBIA-carolina v. Erskine.
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miscellaneous

CHARLESTON-Charleston MuseumPlanetarium showing.

23
DECEMBER
1
COLUMBIA-Kennel Club, All Breed Dog
Show.

WEST COLUMBIA-CAYCE-S.C. Chief
Justice Joseph R. Moss, speaker,
Annual Chamber of Commerce
meeting.
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Publisher's
Pondering
Thanks to you, our loyal readers,
Sandlapper is a success. This issue
completed our first year. We printed 10,000 copies of January 1968
and 18,500 of this December issue.
Our subscriptions are still increasing
at the rate of about 1,000 per
month. We hope you will continue
to be pleased with our offerings for
1969. Merry Christmas!
South Carolina History
Illustrated
Sandlapper is a magazine devoted
primarily to people, places and
things of the present. Although we
occasionally present historical articles, they usually have some relation to the present.
Since South Carolina occupies a
80

unique place in history. it disturbs
us to be unable to present the many
interesting and intriguing past
events which are available to us.
As a result, Sandlapper Press,
Inc. is proud to announce that it is
welcoming for consideration wellresearched historical articles about
South Carolina for a new periodical
to be known as "South Carolina
History Illustrated." This publication will be designed to bring to
life, with illustrations, many exciting events from the Palmetto
State's past. It will contain little or
no advertising and will rely primarily on subscriptions for its circulation.
Since illustrations for this publication will be difficult to locate, we
plan to gather material in 1969 and
will probably publish the first issue
in January 1970. We will send an
announcement to all subscribers of
Sandlapper in the autumn of 1969
to give them the first opportunity
to subscribe.
In the meanwhile, if you have
any old and unusual photographs,
we would like to have the opportunity to make a copy of them for
our files. We will return each photograph after a copy has been made.
Tentatively, the new magazine
will contain about 50 pages, will be
published bimonthly and will cost
about $6 for an annual subscription.
We would like to receive query
letters immediately from interested
free-lance writers. We will probably
pay $50 to $100 each for articles
which are published. We will consider any interesting ideas which
concern subjects or events at least

20 years in the past. Articles should
be based on scholarly research, but

should be written for the reader of
popular history.
We hope to correspond with all
college history professors in South
Carolina to encourage their participation in this effort.
Interesting Books Received
Recently
Sent with the message, "To the
Sandlapper from a shrimp eater,"
was Clarke A. Willcox• "Musings of
a Hermit," a handsomely bound
volume in its third printing. The
book was a gift from Lillian and
Clarke Willcox, The Hermitage,
Murrells Inlet.
From a long time friend, Mrs.
R.E. Hancock (Winkie Kirven),
"Carolina Carols," a book of poetry
by Columbian Helen Boland King.
The book, published last Christmas
by State Printing Co., is available
for purchase in Columbia.
"The Independent Republic
Quarterly" was edited by Florence
Theodora Epps for the Horry
County Historical Society.
"Brief Song," a book of poetry,
was privately printed by author
Sidelle Ellis, of Saluda, a retired
Clemson librarian. Copies are available from Miss Ellis as well as at
selected bookstores throughout the
state.
Coward-McCann, Inc., publishers
of " South Carolina," by Sally
Edwards of Spartanburg, sent us a
complimentary copy of the book.
The volume is in the States of the
Nation series published by the New
York firm.
Sandlapper

A WINNING
COMBINATION

At The House of Quality you are
assured of an effort to please from
every member of the highly skilled
group. Each step is supervised by
an expert in his field. Our long
years of experience add up to progressive and imaginative results
for our customers.

The R. L. Bryan Company
COLUMBIA • CHARLESTON • FLORENCE

